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Lacey
Call For Schedule

Secret, Rebecchino
503.761.4040
12503 SE Division, C
24 Hours / 7 Days

Secret PLEASURES
503.644.5730
4345 SW Rose Bixi Ave.
Sun-Thu, 10am - 12mid
Fri & Sat, 10am - 2am

Private PLEASURES
503.768.9235
9W 53rd & Barbur Blvd.
24 Hours / 7 Days

We know what you want!
Enough said!

Corner of 30th & Barbur
913 SW Barbur Blvd
3rd floor
(503) 252-8351 • Discreet Parking

Baby Dolls
SOUTHWEST’S FINEST
HoneySuckles
LINGERIE
3520 NE 82ND AVE.
(503) 252-8351 • Discreet Parking

Both locations open 24 hours
STARS CABARET & Steak House

Welcome to The Brand New Stars

Sunday, December 22nd 8pm
Sorry, Stars closed to the public for Stars Cabaret Chain & U.I.P. Christmas Party Hosted by “Friday” - Goddess of Porn. Champagne dinner starts at 8pm for all invited guests. Closed door - invitation only event. Reservations? Limo arrangements? Didn’t get invited?
Call Rick Kalles @ 503-330-0784

Valerie
-Special thanks to Rumor’s Clothing

New Year’s Eve Masquerade Ball
Tuesday, December 31st
Tired of the crowds? Ring in the New Year in with the beautiful ladies of Stars. Enjoy luxurious settings, complimentary dinner/champagne toast and erotic shows. Perfect for the open-minded couple.
Call Rick Kalles @ 503-330-0784 or 503-350-0868 (Beaverton only) or 503-370-8063 (Salem only) to reserve your New Year’s package now.

Friday - Goddess of Porn
Beaverton Showtimes (all showtimes 9pm and midnight)
Thurs. Dec. 19th, Fri. 20th, and Sat. 21st

Got Porn?
Catch the DJ WILDS
Porn Fairies every Friday and Saturday night and WIN PORN!!!

STARS BEAVERTON • 4570 SW LOMBARD • (503) 222-STAR
• MONDAY MADNESS
EVERY WEEK STARTING AT 6PM
• WATCH THE GAME
ON OUR BIG-SCREEN TV
• $1000 IN PRIZES
RAFFLED OFF EVERY WEEK
18 & Over
Always Welcome

Open
Sun-Thurs 6pm-3am
Fri-Sat 6pm-4am

2 for 1
Table Dances
Every day from 6pm-9pm

Admission - $5
Bottomless Drinks - $5
Watching our dancers - PRICELESS!

17544 SE Stark • (503) 252-3529

Showgirls
"Taking It To The Limit"

City Limits
Come see why we’re #1!

Nikki  Lafayette  Ashley  Lacey

The largest selection of breathtaking models anywhere. All models pictured above are available. Call for schedule.
X-OTIC TAN
THE MOST EXPERIENCED X-OTIC MODELING IN OREGON

PORTLAND'S FIRST
IN EXOTIC LINGERIE MODELING EXPERIENCE

Let Star Fulfill
Your Holiday Fantasies

PROVIDING PORTLAND'S FINEST EXOTIC ENTERTAINMENT • 24 HRS A DAY - 7 DAYS A WEEK
3242 NE 82ND AVE • 503-257-0622
The Hot Box

Oregon's Largest Smoke Shop!

HUGE SELECTION OF:
- Hand-blown glass, incense, stickers, body jewelry.
- Tobacco products, hemp gear, posters, candles.
- Lamps, flasks, detox products and more!

12620 SW Farmington Rd, Beaverton • 503.574.4057

Happy Holidays

Mondays are rocking stop by and watch the game on our 72-inch big screen.
- Free tacos during the game.
- Lots of prizes to give away.
- Food & beverage specials.
- Coming soon: live bands.

Call for information.

13639 SE Powell • 503-760-8128

For auditions call 503-490-3132
4 HUGE SHOWROOMS

CHECK OUT OUR S.E. STORE
THE APPARATUS
3319 S.E. DIVISION
PORTLAND, OR - 503.963.8383

Open Mon-Sat, 11am-10pm Sun, 11am-9pm

STEP-UP TO DVD...

FANTASY
FOR ADULTS ONLY

HUGE INVENTORY...THOUSANDS OF TITLES
PRICED TO SELL AT ALL SUPERSTORES!

3137 NE SANDY BLVD 503.239.6969
8445 SE McLOUGHLIN 503.238.6969
1512 WEST BURNSIDE 503.295.6969
3714 SE POWELL 503.595.6969
6440 SW CORONADO 503.244.6969
10720 SW BEAVERTON HILLSDALE HIGHWAY 503.235.6969
Fulfilling every FANTASY all winter long only at...

Honey Suckles
LINGERIE
3520 NE 82ND AVE.
(503) 252-8351 • Discreet Parking

Baby Dolls
SOUTHWEST’S FINEST
Corner of 30th & Barbur
9050 SW Barbur Blvd. (503) 245-4545
Discreet back lot parking with side door entrance.

NEW EXOTIC REMODEL
• THEME ROOMS
• ATM
• $39.95 SHOWS
• BOTH LOCATIONS OPEN 24HRS

EXOTIC COVERGIRL BRITTANY
EXOTICA
GO-GO

ALL NEW!!

Every Thursday
Night at Dante’s
SW 3rd & Burnside

by Lucy Fur Presents

- New Go-Go Dancers!
- New Music & DJs!
- New Themes Every Week!

Try Genuine VIAGRA

Available from the convenience of your home or office

503-245-4550
(6 free tablets with initial consult)

EXOTICA MAGAZINE

STEPPHANO
presents...

SUNDAY SCHOOL

sunday school dancers include
Portland’s favorite fire dancer...

~ Saphire ~

hosted by DJ Sugar

OPEN
8 pm - 2:30 am
menu specials Tues - Thurs from 8 to 11
located on the corner of SW Washington & 12th Ave.

Every Thursday Night at Dante’s
SW 3rd & Burnside

New Go-Go Dancers!
New Music & DJs!
New Themes Every Week!

Mark your Calendar!
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EXOTICA MAGAZINE

STEPPHANO
presents...

SUNDAY SCHOOL

sunday school dancers include
Portland’s favorite fire dancer...

~ Saphire ~

hosted by DJ Sugar

OPEN
8 pm - 2:30 am
menu specials Tues - Thurs from 8 to 11
located on the corner of SW Washington & 12th Ave.

New Go-Go Dancers!
New Music & DJs!
New Themes Every Week!
5305 SE Foster
503.774.4513
Now With Dancers!
Daily 11am-2:30am
Full Bar & Lottery

Now Auditioning
Talented Performers...
Burlesque & Striptease
Acts Preferred

Mondays
The Fire Babies
Krista & Joey

Tuesdays
Danger Parade
From The Suicide Girls

THURSDAYS
Open Mic Comedy
& Amateur Striptease

FRIDAYS
Rock-n-Roll Hootchie Coo
Live Music & Dancers

“NAUGHTY PORTLAND NIGHTLIFE”

“A Little Piece of Hell in Southeast Portland”
THE INDUSTRY

by JG

OUR NEW PRO-ISLAMIC EDITORIAL SLANT

Even though nobody on earth beside our president and his father consider Saddam Hussein an immediate threat, it appears likely that "we'll" be sending "our boys" into combat and tuning into CNN to watch live-action feeds from videocams attached to all the cool new bombs and missiles we've been waiting to try out. While I certainly hope this doesn't happen...well, no, not really, bombs could be droppin' all the way from here to Japip, and unless they blow up the place where I get my morning coffee, it differs not a whit to me...I do worry about the possible outcome. What—eek—if we were to lose? What if the new Islamic occupational regime forced everyone in the office...even Karla...to grow beards? How would you feel if all the strippers and escorts you see depicted in Exotic's pages, these deceptively beautiful girls, were all forced to cover their bodies head-to-toe in traditional Islamic women's garb? What if you had to pay a hundred dollars at a jack shack merely for a chick to show you the inside of her wrist? To call it "culture shock" would be putting it mildly. So, operating in the best interests of myself and my readership like I always do, I've decided to beat our possible Muslim conquerors to the punch and steer our editorial content toward a more pro-Islamic space...just in case things go bad, you know? Next month will herald the inauguration of a new column, al-Exotiq. It is designed to address the hypothetical problems of being an Islamic sex worker...you know, things such as how to give a good pole dance even after the town elders amputated your limbs as punishment for accidentally removing your burqa in public. We are actively seeking a female Muslim sex worker willing to write al-Exotiq. Interested applicants should write a 650-750 essay centered around the theme "Why I Want to be Exotic's New Muslim Chick Columnist" and e-mail it to xmag@qwest.net.

On an almost entirely unrelated note, grumpy septuagenarian rocker Bo Diddley (see feature, page 76) claims to be working on a rap song about swarthy Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein. Sample rhyme: "Saddam Hussein, pick up your phone/if you do we might leave you alone."

YET ANOTHER BONER PILL

Exotic headquarters recently got its hands on a new pill whose manufacturers seek to slice a few inches off Viagra's near-monopoly of the boner-pill market. The newest cockpill on the block should soon be released in the US by Eli Lilly under the trade name Cialis. Whereas Viagra's dick-enhancing properties are caused by a compound called sildenafil citrate, the newer Cialis draws its erection-conjuring mojo from a compound called tadalafil. If you repeat it fast enough, it starts sounding like "the daffodil." Manufacturers claim it works more quickly and lasts MUCH LONGER than Viagra—usually for TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Hard cock for 24 hours straight? Please correct me if I heard you wrong, but do you mean to say that from the moment I wake up...until the NEXT DAY when I wake up...I'll be aimed and ready to fire? I'll be walking around the apartment poking my shit in the fucking TOASTER. I'll be playing sandlot baseball using only my dick and a rolled-up ball of tinfoil. Mr. Publisher Man, reach into that magical satchel of yours and kick me down one of them there daffodils!

Another staffer had tried Cialis a few days prior and said it made Viagra look like aspirin. He said that unlike Viagra, it not only made him hard—it made him almost unbearably HORNY. When I asked about the twenty-four-hour thing, he just laughed, looked away, and nodded his head.

The pill itself, a beautiful solid-blue gel cap, was quickly down my throat. I figured that within twenty minutes I'd be home, hand-in-hand with The Big-Boobed Jewish Pelican. A few months ago, that sassy, spicy, saucy lass had unknowingly allowed her vagina to serve as a snug little airplane hangar for the Jumbo Set-sized erection induced after I self-administered the terrifyingly effective MUSE urethral suppository. Tonight, without her knowledge, her yoo-hoo would again be used as a Test Cunt for yet another new Dick Drug.

We get home. I fix myself some hot cocoa. We watch some TV. She takes out her contact lenses and brushes her teeth. One hour. Two hours. Still no riot down in Crotchville. We slip into bed and start performing the ritual. I'm out her contact lenses and brushes her teeth. One hour. Two hours. Still no riot down in Crotchville. We slip into bed and start performing the ritual. I'm out her contact lenses and brushes her teeth. One hour. Two hours. Still no...but still, this is just another one of my nice, everyday, Jew-ticklin' hard-ons.

Nothing that seems chemically enhanced. My thick cock-veins aren't bulging as proudly as they do on Viagra. And it's nowhere near the pink plumbing pipe wrought by MUSE. The pill itself, a beautiful solid-blue gel cap, was quickly down my throat. I figured that within twenty minutes I'd be home, hand-in-hand with The Big-Boobed Jewish Pelican. A few months ago, that sassy, spicy, saucy lass had unknowingly allowed her vagina to serve as a snug little airplane hangar for the Jumbo Set-sized erection induced after I self-administered the terrifyingly effective MUSE urethral suppository. Tonight, without her knowledge, her yoo-hoo would again be used as a Test Cunt for yet another new Dick Drug.

In the morning, my wakeup hard-on was no heartier than usual. Throughout the day, the cycle of goadus erectus proceeded no differently than normal. The only mild change I noted was perhaps an increased feeling of being sexy. Not horny—I just felt kind of sexy, like even more of a sexy guy than I usually feel I am. But after twenty-four hours, I had noticed no significant penile effects induced by Cialis...or tadalafil...or the daffodil...or the dud...
THE ONLY MENTION I’ll make of John Vogina this month will be to note his new nickname, which I’ve just done.

PORTLAND’S MOST NOTORIOUSLY UNPLEASANT cocktail waitress has been fired, and I feel somewhat responsible. In last month’s column, to illustrate the breadth of our publisher’s tolerance, I had mentioned his reluctance to fire “that one worker at Dante’s who everyone in the city knows should have been fired a long, long time ago.” A few days after last month’s issue hit the streets, said worker confronted me at Dante’s and, in front of a barful of patrons, asked if by “that one worker,” I meant her, and if I did, she just wishes I had the FUCKING BALLS to say it to her FACE, blobbity blobbity blob-bity blah yibba yibba yoo. Wishing to avoid an unpleasant scene in a place co-owned by our cherished, saintlike publisher, Flatchman… and unsure whether the waitress in question was so nutty that she’d escalate the situation to where she’d be the one who’d do something fucked-up while I, Mr. Ex-Con Woman-Beater Poop-y-Pants, would be the one who’d get taken away in handcuffs… I merely said that she’s a “peach” and a “real charmer” before quickly leaving the bar. A few days later, switching over from her primary mode—“I’ll-bite-your-fucking-head-off-if-you-so-much-as-BREATHE”—to her secondary mode—“I’m just a fun-loving, misunderstood girl—won’t you be my friend?”—she coyly asked me if we could talk about what I’d written. I told her we’d talk about it, but since I was in an intensely FOUL mood, I didn’t want to talk about it just then. (I wasn’t lying.) She politely agreed that we’d talk about it later.

Within a day or two, after she threw yet another temper tantrum at Flatchman, he finally mustered the yarbles to fire her. So I never got a chance to tell her why I wrote what I did.

But if I had, what would she have said in her defense? That she wasn’t really APPALLINGLY RUDE to patrons who hadn’t provoked her in the least? That she wasn’t CONSISTENTLY NASTY to many of her co-workers? That I’m lying when I say I’ve heard dozens of people vow they’d never set foot in Dante’s again because of “that bitch waitress?” That most of Dante’s comedians on Tuesday night didn’t really make jokes about how horribly she treated people? That over the years she’s worked there, Frank hasn’t really lost tens of thousand of dollars from potential repeat business that she killed with her off-putting behavior? That he really shouldn’t have fired her a long, long time ago?

If she’s reading this… look. I know how hard you try. I realize you’ve tried to be nice to me sometimes. But to be honest, that makes me even more uncomfortable than when you’re bitchy. Maybe you’re right that I should have talked with you before writing anything. Maybe you’re not a bad person. Maybe you’re the real victim in all this. Maybe you suffer from some sort of Tourette’s-like disorder that compels you to snap at people. Sorry for any misunderstandings or bruised feelings. I just don’t think you’re cut out for service-industry work, that’s all I’m trying to say. I wish you luck in future endeavors… ya fucking bitch.

DUMBINATRIX I recently received a delightfully psycho e-mailing from a self-professed “SSC Domme” calling herself “Furia Deae,” and HOO, lemme tell ya, does this dame have some issues with men! The e-mail’s header suggests that Lady Furia lumps me together with a bunch of those mostly pathetic men’s-rights jackholes. Ms. Deae e-mailed me and twenty other lucky prizewinners her balls-to-the-wall… I mean, ourries-to-the-wall… rant against Everything With a Penis. Calling herself a “Gynosupremacist, and entirely unapologetic about it!,” she predicts that the coming war in the Middle East will bring about the patriarchy’s long- overdue collapse. A bold new matriarchy will emerge from its ashes, a Chicktopia where “rebellious males will be made to serve the Goddess, according to ancient customs! LOTS of environmental work to be done, work-gangs and healthy, heavy labour, a simple, nutritious [sic] diet and enforced celibacy (for those males who don’t fancy bisexuality! <lol!>…unless they prefer neutering, of course! <giggles>,”

Wow! Looks like we’ve found our New Chick Columnist!
You sick motherfucker!
I'm talking to you, you pervet sonofabitch. You know who you are. You're the twisted asshole who broke into my apartment last Friday night while I was at work and stole half my underwear!
When I got home and found half my lingerie missing, you were stroking yourself in the misery of your lonely shithole, sniffing the crotch of my favorite panties. While I was doing a frantic inventory of my bras, garter belts, stockings, and undies, you were jacking your pathetic self off, your nose buried in the lace and satin that had one grazed the outer surface of my cooze. While I was prowling around my apartment with my trusty 9mm in hand, checking under the bed and in the closet, you were slooping your rancid, misbegotten cum onto the pristine pink surface of my favorite bra.

I'm gonna get you, mothafucka!
I know the way you freaks work. Today you're happy in the privacy of your miserable hovel, rubbing your stinking, scabrous ballsac against the cotton crotch of your T-back. Tomorrow you'll be pinching your sweaty, jizz-encrusted choad as you rub your nose into the cups of my favorite padded bra. Perhaps even as far away as next week you'll be milking your sorry testicles, licking the panty crust from the tightie-whities you stole from my laundry hamper!!

But sooner or later, you'll be back for more. And we'll be waiting for you. Me and my Sig P239—my Freak Killa!!

My Freak Killa is loaded and ready to go. Ready to pump eight rounds of freak-stopping lead into the brains or balls of any pervert stupid enough to come back for more. The first bullet is for my pink sparkly panties—those were my favorites, but you took them to use as a jizz-kerchief, and you'll have to pay by taking a bullet to the groin. Since you always have your dick in your hand, the bullet will probably ricochet off one of your bones. So I'll have to send a second bullet—this one for my white Wonderbra, the only bra I ever owned that gave me cleavage. I'll send that bullet straight up your piss-hole—

“You no longer have a scrotum. That’s because all the way up to the core of your fat belly. You'll be crying by now, screaming for mercy—but I'll be laughing—and I'll still be shooting.

Number 3 is for my collection of kinky hosiery—you know, the stockings with the seams up the back, kinda like the seam on your sagging, wrinkly scrotum. Oh, wait a minute; I forgot! You no longer have a scrotum. That’s because I pumped bullet #3 into it, and your sac burst like a rotten pumpkin two weeks after Halloween. No matter; I'll move on to your fat, pimply ass—

I pumped bullet #4 into it, and your sac burst like a rotten pumpkin two weeks after Halloween. No matter; I'll move on to your fat, pimply ass—plenty of room there for bullets #4 and #5. One for each cheek. One for my black lace thigh-highs, and one for my black satin garter belt. To cover the rest of my stolen lingerie, I'll send #6 and #7 into your right and left nipples—right in the center of each of your fat, saggy man-tits. Either one of those should be fatal in and of themselves, but just in case I somehow missed your black, twisted heart, I still have one more bullet.

Number 8. It's for my sense of security, which you took along with all my G-strings and push-up bras. I'll never be able to come back for more. And we'll be waiting for you. Me and my Sig P239—my Freak Killa!!

My Freak Killa is loaded and ready to go. Ready to pump eight rounds of freak-stopping lead into the brains or balls of any pervert stupid enough to come back for more. The first bullet is for my pink sparkly panties—those were my favorites, but you took them to use as a jizz-kerchief, and you'll have to pay by taking a bullet to the groin. Since you always have your dick in your hand, the bullet will probably ricochet off one of your bones. So I'll have to send a second bullet—this one for my white Wonderbra, the only bra I ever owned that gave me cleavage. I'll send that bullet straight up your piss-hole—

“You no longer have a scrotum. That’s because all the way up to the core of your fat belly. You'll be crying by now, screaming for mercy—but I'll be laughing—and I'll still be shooting.

Number 3 is for my collection of kinky hosiery—you know, the stockings with the seams up the back, kinda like the seam on your sagging, wrinkly scrotum. Oh, wait a minute; I forgot! You no longer have a scrotum. That’s because I pumped bullet #3 into it, and your sac burst like a rotten pumpkin two weeks after Halloween. No matter; I'll move on to your fat, pimply ass—plenty of room there for bullets #4 and #5. One for each cheek. One for my black lace garter belt, and one for my black satin garter belt. To cover the rest of my stolen lingerie, I'll send #6 and #7 into your right and left nipples—right in the center of each of your fat, saggy man-tits. Either one of those should be fatal in and of themselves, but just in case I somehow missed your black, twisted heart, I still have one more bullet.

Number 8. It's for my sense of security, which you took along with all my G-strings and push-up bras. I'll never be able to sleep without all the lights on; I'll never be able to enter my apartment without checking under the bed—thanks to you and your perverted, panty-stealing ways. This bullet is the most important of all, and it goes straight into your sloping Mongoloid-caveman forehead. And since you have shit for brains, the bullet will penetrate easily, putting an end to your miserable, perverted life.

Only then will I be able to breathe easy again. And I'm getting tired of waiting...so come on, mothafucka. Let's go!
Chloe’s Schedule:
Private Pleasures:
Tue. 6pm-2am
Wed. 4pm-12am
Thu. 6pm-2am
Sat. 2am-10am
Secret Rendezvous:
Fri. 6pm-2am

www.secretpleasures.net
Autumn has brought a refreshing change to Portland. Not only has the foliage become more colorful, but so has my sexuality. I am now in touch with a deeper, sweatier part of myself. My soul now fondles the giant hairy package of The Great Bear Spirit.

As one of the two Lifetime Members of the Northwest Friends of Lesbians Social Club (see "Dyke Like Me!", Exotic July 2002), my buddy Dave and I hailed the changing season with a change of our own. In other words, we had a change of our own to hail the changing season. One thing that has weathered the seasons is our unwavering desire to do kind things for people. We care so much, it hurts. We care way, way too much. We care so much, we want to blow our fucking heads off. In our past "Live Actions," we have opened our musky, tattooed, pheromone-slathered arms to the most unfortunate of society's undesirables. Namely, fags.

But sadly, the noble seeds we've sown have only reaped a Harvest of Grief. This was the case during our recent First Annual Teach a Dyke to Read Festival. It all started just as we planned—cupcakes and home movies. But the night marched steadfastly into an open yawning pit of Tragedy and Other Bad Shit.

You know, it's a funny thing—upon first inspection, your average bulldyke might seem tame and somewhat respectable. But get a little liquor in her...or say something that pisses her off...or make a loud noise that unexpectedly startles her...and she transforms into a bloodthirsty she-goat bent upon your humiliation and destruction.

Using sock puppets, Young Dave was trying to show the dykes how to act like ladies. He included songs 'n' everything as part of his presentation. It seemed that the sock puppets had a bewildering effect upon the lesbians. Dumbfounded by a talking sock, one carpet-muncher tried to touch it. Dave recoiled in fear, drawing his hand back in an instinctually maternal gesture toward the imperiled sock puppet.

It was then that the lesbian attacked.

I ran out of the hall without a scratch. But Poor Young Dave wasn't so lucky.

Dave's lacerations, puncture wounds, bone fractures, and head trauma will one day heal, but the emotional scars will linger like the smell of ass in a public restroom.

We tried to "understand" and to "get over it," but we were a mess. After being mauled by those fat, ungrateful, slobbering, biscuit-munching dykes, we even considered throwing in the towel and abandoning the Northwest Friends of Lesbians.

We really needed help. Young Dave checked into AA meetings.

I checked into the Male Survivors of Sex Abuse, where they're teaching me to "embrace my scars."

After a bushel of ups 'n' downs, and a whole bale o' hay's worth of tears, Dave and I—the core committee of Northwest Friends of Lesbians—are back and stronger than ever. Our desire to help others and to heal the community have reached a fever pitch. We just can't fucking wait to foment sex-positive social change.

But if the lesbians don't want us...then who? Obviously, the lesbians don't deserve good friends like Dave and I. In fact, they deserve to be rounded into small slaughterhouses where they are chained to walls, fed lentil soup, and beaten routinely, or something cool like that.

If not the flabby legions of cabbage-stinking, carpet-munching sows...then WHO do we help?

The solution came to Dave and I one morning while we were downloading pornography. Without much direction in our lives, Dave and I purchase, view, and utilize a LOT of pornography.

We really like that fag porn best of all. We like to watch it while pulling "boner checks" on each other. We never fag off or anything like that, if that's what you were thinking.

We stumbled upon a Gay Bears website. Fat, bearded cocksuckers unashamedly displaying their Tater-Tot-sized wing-a-ding-dings, bending over and spreading open their pasty pimply milky butts to reveal assholes that appear to have been plowed by oil drills. Lumberjackish gluttons carpeted by greasy hair.

Alas—Dave and I had found our cause. We would be the Willamette Valley Protectors of the Bears. These fat hairy homos could count on us if the shit ever went down!

While sitting on the toilet reading Exotic, several striking similarities between bears and lesbians occurred to me:

• They both enjoy the comfort and durability of flannel.
• They both proudly display their well-groomed facial hair.
• They both have their own bars with jukeboxes featuring dance music catering to their specific lifestyles.

Everyone who's normal and not some kind of sick queer has a healthy, well-reasoned, murderous hatred for bears, lesbians, and all Sodomites. If they be mocked and ridiculed, my only wish is that it be more often. In fact, I encourage and WILL

EXOTIC MAGAZINE
LEAD the parade into their private “Bear Dens” and “Dyke Huts,” and in the good-natured spirit of the Beer Hall Putsch, I will march them all to camps where Dave and I will serve as their Reeducation Tutors, forcing them to watch naked fag wrestling videotapes for days and possibly months until they suffer an ultimate mental breakdown and act like Proper Normal Heterosexual Men and Women of This Great Nation of Ours.

So, in the kinda communistic spirit of my much-loved lesbian costumes for the Great Dyke March of 2002, I scratched my chin for a moment and then decided to adopt Gay Bear Fashion sensibilities.

Dave was in rehab...again...so I was forced to wander into Bear Country alone.

I didn't want them to think I was some kind of sissy-bitch limp-wristed purple-people-eatin' Nancy Boy from Fagtown...rather, I sought to project the image of a rugged, cocksure, woman-hating Homo Fireman who KNOWS the evils of women, especially when they're on their “monthly time.” I wanted to portray myself as a REAL man, rather than what I suspect and fear I am.

I imagined the wild lifestyle of this Burly Gay Elite: monster-truck rallies, tall cans of Australian beer, Lynyrd Skynyrd CDs blasting in the background, and everybody sucking cock as if those cocks were guns that would go off the second they stopped being sucked. The Bear Lifestyle is ideal...and, I daresay, appealing to me. It's oddly warm and welcoming, like a Cinnamon Pop Tart you threw in the microwave for fifteen seconds...I'm talking about a hot, sweet, sticky feeling...the aromas of pickles and feces entice me further into the Bear's Den...so put on your leather jacket, my fat, furry friend, and let's wander into Bear Country!

When it comes to Bear Bars, look no further than the mighty Eagle (1300 W. Burnside), a meaty barbecue pit of raw male sensuality that recalls the taste sensation of Hot Mongolian Chili Oil.

When I walk in, the first thing I notice—besides the faggots—is a menacing, ominous, sorta-socialistic stuffed eagle hovering behind the bar, looking straight at me like it wanted to suck my cock or something.

There were round tables everywhere, just brimming with queers. Every kinda queer you could imagine...leather fags, drag queens, gay ice-cream salesmen, professional arm wrestlers, pillow-biters, bondage fags, bony old fags, and skinny young cocksuckers.

A complete and total Hungarian goulash of Fag-a-Trons.

But of course...the bears loomed larger than the other species of queers. Bigger. Hairier. Smellier. Scarier. Get me out of here. They're going to rape me. Please get me out of here. They're definitely going to rape me.

Curious to what the bears are “all about,” I almost thought about talking to them. That's what kind of dedicated journalist and dogged reporter I am. Unfortunately, as I was dressed rather bearish myself, I decided not to directly approach the bears, fearing they might corner me and do something dastardly.

I shuddered with the blank, cold realization that the Eagle's notorious, legendary, really-like-talked-about-a-lot “upstairs” section...where there is no lighting...no safety...no boundaries...no grease...loomed over my frightened scalp. Dare I ascend the stairs? Or would they somehow know that I was a Poseur Bear? Would they cradle me in their mighty arms and hoist me upstairs? Would they undress me with the lights on, offering candid comments during each stage of my disrobing? Would they entice me with the fleshy, hairy megalonmage of the entire bear clan? Would I feel the mass of bearflesh rubbing on my Joyous Bits and the occasional painful jab of their reddened, swollen bear cocks? Beard to beard...belly to belly...hands exploring and discovering...man touching man with firm-yet-adequately-moisturized hands...man touching man as only man can touch man...simple men simply enjoying the simplicity of manhood's enjoyment...playfully rubbing the eager-to-please head of ME, their newfound baby cub...all of us laying around post-orgasm, enjoying one another's simple, pungent warmth. Would they accept me? Would they call me the next morning? Would they hold me in their strong arms like weak women could never hold me?

I asked myself these questions...and forty-seven other questions which I won't recount here...as I watched television and realized I'd become enchanted with the Gay Bear lifestyle. I at times find it hard to choose between what we all know is right and good...and what I know would feel so right and would feel so fucking good.

I left the Eagle without having spoken to any Bears...without having attempted to go upstairs and witness possible Bear Sex in action...but still expecting Exotic to pay me the full amount for this supposedly investigative article.

I sure wish Dave had been there to shirk some of the journalistic responsibility with me, too.

There's a little bear in us all.

Not that I want a little bear in me.

Or that I wouldn't mind it.

Or not that I wouldn't mind not doing it.

Or it's not like it isn't that I wouldn't enjoy some huge bear raiding my ass like it was a picnic basket.

I think you know what I mean.
Watch for HBO’s *Cathouse* on Sunday, December 8th after *The Sopranos’s* and throughout December.

Visit the Moonlight BunnyRanch Online at www.bunnyranch.net or www.sunsetthomas.net.
Dear Debrajean: Do you know that proclaiming that rape jokes are funny to a board full of thinking, feeling, caring humans is annoying, tasteless, and hurtful—coincidentally it’s un-PC, but that’s really not the big issue. The issue is basic human kindness and compassion. Rape isn’t funny. It’s not funny when animals are raped, and it’s not funny when humans are raped. While it seems very “on the cutting edge of things around here” to disregard the feelings and thoughts of people around you, I find it just incredibly mean-spirited and I don’t think anyone would get offended at something that wasn’t, in fact, extremely offensive. I am all for sick jokes, I tell them all the time. I’m all for consensual BDSM, I do that all the time also. But RAPE IS NOT FUNNY. EVER. I’m sorry, you can think it’s funny all you want, but tell a rape joke around me, and I will tear you to pieces. I’ve had enough friends who have been through this that I can never ever find it funny, and I don’t think it’s somehow “brave” and “challenging norms” and “stuff like that” to offend people. If making a joke about it is one’s way of dealing with it, one can do that as much as one wants. Just not in the presence of others. How do you know someone here is not being raped right now and is having a hard time dealing with it? Those kinds of jokes can be triggering for a great many people to commit even more heinous crimes. Joking about something like rape sends a message that rape is socially acceptable and even laughable. Cynicism is no excuse for cruelty.

—Reed Smell

Dear Reed: You certainly have a lot to say. Did you see that we have a slot open for a new female columnist in between the photos of empowered women? Why not try for that instead of writing me your self-important, poo-poo-stinking prose?

But I am a fair person, so I pondered your ideas as I walked down rainy streets in nothing more then a thin, piss-yellow sweater, pink-patterned circle skirt and a baby doll T-shirt that proclaimed I was a “tease.” As it clung damply to my arms and breasts, I noticed a thick sound coming from an alleyway to my left. Peering around the corner I watched three men, jolly green giants painted pure shit-black, overpowering a eighty-year-old-looking woman. I opened a “Big Cherry Candy Bar” and settled down to watch the show. After they shoved their spit-lubed fucksticks in her baby cave in hard repetition, I noticed something that turned my belly to ice.

She was not laughing.

Could this mean that you were right, that rape was not funny? I had to know for sure.

I waited until the men were done and then approached the trembling figure, stooping to the ground to get a better view. Tears were running clean rivers in a dirty face. One eye seemed to have exploded from the inside. Leaning until my nose was almost touching hers, I whispered softly so as not to startle her, “Was that funny?”

“Help me”—her voice was gravel in a blender set on low—“I’ve been assaulted.”

“I know.” I wondered if she could smell the mid-morning snack I had just taken on my breath and decided not to worry about it, “but was it funny, being raped in the gutter like that?”

She looked at me with horror. “Everyone knows that rape is funny—very, very funny!”

Well, that settles it. Rape isn’t just funny—it’s very, very funny. Jokes such as:

Q. What did Tori Amos do for her rapist? A. Send him royalties!

and

Q. What did the victim say to her rapist? A. Does this mean we’re going steady?

are the height of humor...and if you doubt that for a minute, remember: If an eighty-year-old-woman who’s just been raped by three men can find humor in it, so can you!
Hey, Stud. Yeah, you. Remember you told me to smile and I didn’t? You said, “It’s not that bad! Smile, why don’tcha?” Then I told you that what would make me smile would be to see you slam your head into the bar until your nose bled? You’re right, I am a dyke. Or more accurately, I WAS a dyke, just then. You see, my sudden vagitarianism came upon me like a fever at your approach. Your wreaking man-pungency filled my pores, and I panicked. So I backed into the safest corner I could. You called me on it, and I was embarrassed...so I cowered at the altar of Sappho until you were long gone. I’m sorry.

And a big YO to the white guy with the corn rows and a cool rap name (that I forgot...something like T-Bag...) A shout-out to Bih-zeaverton, Yo. Remember you hung around me like an oily fart mumbling your lines at me? You spoke in an urban vernacular so thick that I just couldn’t get it. I’m not up on my MTVisms...I suck, I know. You were trying so hard and got so upset; I was, after all, dressed-up and OUT. Leading you on like a sweet hunk of apple pie cooling on a rack to tempt you. Standing there with my epidermis showing, in YOUR sites, askin’ for it. You’re right—I’m a bitch and I’m sorry.

To the gentlemen on the bridge passing a bottle back and forth between yourselves as you walked. You called to me, “Girl! HEY GIRL! SSSSSSSSSS! HEY!!” It was a cold day and you were shuffling along home from your long, hard day of harassing people on Burnside for beer money. I spotted you a ways off, and you saw me, too. You boys were only walking, drinking, and talking, probably about how you both were unselfish lovers and would love to orally please a woman. And who comes along but stupid me on my bicycle...how many bridges are over the dang river? Plenty, and I picked yours. Here I come, pumping my pedals suggestively, causing my hips to roll around in a false promise. I heard the call, but as I got closer I saw right away that you were both too good for me, and it would’ve killed me to see your eyes go dim in disappointment. I lowered my head and pushed my bike past you in shame. You were so kind in continuing your kissing and sucking noises at me as I passed. I should’ve stopped and knelt in acceptance to a meaty swordfight in my mouth...but I didn’t, and I am sorry.

And at last to my sweet one. The one who made me feel so vulnerable. You caressed and pushed my buttons like a true pro and threw my switches into overload that night. I have no excuse for my behavior, but hear me out. I was cocktailing, so I was distracted. Plus, it was so very busy, I just wasn’t on my game. I was actually burning uncontrollably for a wall-eyed butthole with a mullet that night, and when you lurched toward me, I wanted to take your thick hand and shove it up my ass through my pants....but you beat me to it. Somehow you felt my ass calling your hand, and your hand heeded that call. All I can say is, sometimes a woman likes to be the one who makes the first move, and when her bluff is called, she needs to dramatically deny her attraction to save face. Ah, what a strange game of hard-to-get I played with you! A game that I ultimately lost. You were so much bigger than me, I thought you’d think it was cute how hard I hit you. I envisioned you would grab my wrists and smile, we’d kiss and then have a good laugh at our love games. But you didn’t stop me—you just bled and bled. I went a little overboard on you, Sweetie, and when they pulled you out of the club, I got a big shot of whiskey...I pulled bits of your skin off my trembling and sore hands and hoped you would forgive me one day. Baby, I’m sorry, I was on the rag.

This is an open letter of apology to all the men who have only wanted to love me, but I was unworthy of their affections. Merry Christmas, boys. Don’t give up on me—I’m sure I’ll come around. I’ll keep trying if you do!
heard a crowd of demonstrators screaming outside my office in San Francisco as white girl Gina Regency in BOOTY LICIOUS GET WHITEY from JM Productions displayed tenacity above and beyond the call of duty. Engorging a huge black cock, Gina appeared frustrated she couldn’t quite take the inner-city torpedo all the way down. Her lips remained inviting as the gang-banger tore her up in GET WHITEY while the people down in the street yelled GET BUSH!

Witnessing 40,000 antiwar demonstrators parading down Market Street while watching porn provided excitement and depression. The sea of people engaged in political action was rather refreshing after zonning out on some previous sport in the anal cavity, but at the same time I became aware that porn and the antiwar movement are both devoid of imagination.

The devoted fans of porn and the peace gang dipped in righteous enlightenment find their respective outlets for aggression deeply satisfying. For the rest of us, porn and the antiwar movement are formulaic, predictable, and boring.

I suppose it makes sense to get jumped-up on the antiwar bandwagon before the war starts in order to stop it, except the only thing that can stop it is the possibility some of the generals and close buddies of Saddam Hussein start thinking, “Do I really want to hang on with this lunatic?” and put a bullet in his brain. If Saddam’s polluted palace doesn’t collapse from within, chances are he’s gonna get invaded.

And who could have a more deserving rectum about to get buttfucked by Imperial America’s missiles than the murderous thug Saddam? Not that I welcome the war, but I’m not inclined to object.

I slipped in Jerome Tanner’s A WHORE WITH NO NAME from Legend, hit the mute button, and watched random acts of fellatio while across the street scurrying speeches blasted forth over the heads of the demonstrators in Civic Center Plaza. “Bush is the terror and we need a regime change at home…” “Impeach Bush…” “We are witnessing a wholesale assault on the Bill of Rights…” “The criminal partnership between the United States and Israel is nothing more than genocidal against the Palestinians…” “Ariel Sharon is committed to the Final Solution.”

Then I read the copy on the WHORE WITH NO NAME tape box: Imagine a place where the woman are obedient, quiet, and hungry for cock. A magical place where women don’t nag, complain, or ruin your day with mindless chatter. Where is this place? Welcome to the future, gentlemen. The need for women has been eradicated… replaced by sexy, big-titted, programmable human hybrid clones. The female species finds itself on the brink of extinction. Men now control the pussy resource. The chains have been broken.

The mind’s dark recesses can easily overcome any sense of reason when you get worked up in a lather over powerful forces you cannot control. For their fans, the Palestinian suicide bomber and the platinum-blonde robot meekly loitering outside the 7-Eleven are equally groovy.

But I wouldn’t say they are morally equivalent. The suicide bomber is chained to a set of absolutist beliefs that guarantee pussy in paradise. That was made clear when it turned out some of the homicidal avengers who flew into the Twin Towers and the Pentagon visited strip bars in Vegas and Florida the night before their madness as a prelude to an eternal fuckfest with seventy-two virgins in Paradise.

While fanatical nerds like this pose a real threat, Jerome Tanner’s fantasy of men controlling the pussy through cloning is wish-fulfillment on the part of some guys who remain chained to the retrograde vision of women as receptacles for their horny dicks. The only threat these guys pose is running out of money to buy porn flicks. Happily, even though the economy has faltered, the porn biz is still going gang-bang-busters. And if you really want to live in a society where women have been on the brink of extinction for centuries, buy a ticket to the Middle East.

Gauge, Holly Hollywood and a host of other stripped and shiny bods blasted away in a flurry of cream pies in MONEY SHOTS from Adam & Eve. Alexas Malone in NEW GIRLS from Evil Empire choked on dude’s heavy jizz biz strokes while on her knees with her hands tied behind her back; and Ron Kovic, the veteran whose legs got blown off in Vietnam, said the policies of the president and congress “brought on 9/11.”

Note to Ron: We were both crazy enough to join the Marine Corps and ended up in the Da Nang shithole. I got out without a scratch, and you got life in a wheelchair. But a Viet Cong nailed you, not Richard Nixon. Bush was not responsible for 9/11; Islamic fascists in hijacked jets were.

I know there are many sincere and principled people like Ron Kovic who are opposed to a possible shitstorm in Iraq, but the overall tone of the antiwar movement reeks of glee that America got what it deserved on 9/11 and now Bush is using this as an excuse for furthering the nation’s imperialistic ambitions and making democracy safe for the smooth flow of oil out of Baghdad, USA. But Christopher Hitchens, the best writer on the left who is now disgusted with the left, was on target when he said the antiwar crowd “truly believes that John Ashcroft is a greater menace than Osama bin Laden.”

The peacemongers shout “power to the people” ad nauseam, yet they are at odds with the majority of the American people who won’t lose any sleep if we go to war. They’ve gone berserk with apocalyptic visions of the Imperialist Plastic Beast bent on conquest and extermination. Listening to those speeches I was reminded of William Burroughs’s hallucinatory remark that “Plato’s Republic is a blueprint for a death camp.”

I’d say a scene in ASS WORSHIPER 3 from Evil Empire pretty well summed up the antiwar march in San Francisco: Ryan Conner bouncing her butt on a dildo glued to a toilet seat.
URGENT BULLETIN TO PORTLAND'S S&M COMMUNITY:

Attention, "doms!" All "subs" have changed their "safeword" to, oh, "antidisestablishmentarianism."

Thank you, "doms."

Don't you hate white people?

"Gimme an 'S!' Gimme an ampersand!" Shut up.

Well, the sad, dismal X'd-out red neon long-stemmed martini glass is once more solemnly aglow from atop the sylvan hills over Portland State, reminding us that the Christmas, I mean "holiday" season, has come again to Portland. Party down!

And do you think smoke knows to stay in the smoking section? Well? Do you? At every turn here, you're reproved and chastened. Your pity's solicited, your guilt's in someone's crosshairs, you're on the spot.

"Do you want your Bugles, Ding-Dongs, and Fiddle Faddle in paper or plastic, sir?"

"Whichever you think will most benefit mankind, miss."

It's a time for taking stock and giving thanks for all there is to be grateful for here in the City of Roses (not that we have anything against other flowers):

The temperate climate, the arbitrary witch-hunts, lattés.

Anarchy in the streets, racist skinheads, and crisp apple strudel.

Sleater-Kinney, Johnny Limbo and the Lugnuts, Smegma.

Alcoholism, masochism, suicide—we're number one!

The strident, petulant foot-stamping of coddled, favored special-interest groups; pizza with potatoes on it.

Those rapt, avid readers posing like thoughtful mannequins in the windows at Powell's, surreptitiously aiming what they're reading at us.

"Lao Tzu? He's good!"

The prissiness, the preciousness, the xenophobia.

"Today's 'left' is just the inverse Christian Coalition, only more pious and sanctimonious."

The 1971 mind-set.

The rigid caste system. All of it reflected so vividly in our autocratic, ruling-class-run print media:

The gated community that is "the press."

Soon, Willamette Week will be publishing gift suggestions which no one who works at Willamette Week except publisher Richard Meeker and editor Mark Zusman will be able to afford, despite an inordinate ad-to-copy ratio.

The Portland Mercury will likely do something wacky for the holidays, maybe even SHOCKING. They're so different from everyone else, it isn't funny.

That hepcat Portland Tribune will probably recommend Naked Lunch for a stocking stuffer. Or maybe a nice ball-gag.

Trib columnist Bill McDonald sez: "Sleater-Kinney rocks."

You know that Phil Stanford over there? He likes Jimi Hendrix.

The Portland Alliance will decry crass commercialism and capitalist consumption, then try to sell you a Mumia Abu Jamal Fondue set.

The Oregonian...Let's be honest. I've never read it.

The happy-go-lucky editor of Just Out will tell us why the holidays are a time for hysteria, melodrama, self-pity, bitterness, and boycotts. And it's beginning to look a lot like CHRISTmaas...

In Portland.

Thought For The Day: What if Huck Finn said "faggot" 200 times? Portland loves its Derry Jacksons.

Did you see where that freakazoid extra-from-a-Fellini-film mayor-woman proclaimed "Leather Pride Week" last year, promoting "safe, sane, consensual" S&M?
FEATURE NIGHT!! SATURDAY DECEMBER 14TH

HOOTERS NIGHT!
Thursday Dec. 12th & 26th
Featuring the Hottest HOOTERS and SPECIALS we can’t mention!

FEATURE NIGHT!!
SATURDAY DECEMBER 14TH
SHOWS BY OUR HOTTEST DANCERS

5782 Portland RD NE • Salem Oregon • 503.393.4782
Just 40 minutes from Downtown Portland • 1-5 South Exit 260B then 1 mile East
IT'S A QUESTION THAT HAS CONSUMED THE NATION as much as “Who killed JonBenet?” and “Who shot J. R.?” and it may finally have an answer. Now, after more than two years of round-the-clock police work and heightened public anxiety, Florida authorities believe they know “who let the dogs out.”

“Beyond a reasonable doubt, Cyrus Melman let the dogs out,” claims Gatoraugus County prosecutor Flans Gelbart, referring to the now-infamous incident in June 2002 during a lawn party in the small coastal retirement community of Boca Melanoma.

On that balmy, coconutty Florida afternoon, a “Sweet Sixteen” lawn party was being held in honor of Frieda Israelstein, daughter of billionaire philanthropist Hyman Israelstein, inventor of the non-adhesive one-piece cigar band.

The party was suddenly interrupted by two unwelcome intruders: “Scruffy” and “Ruffy” Potemkin, a pair of Golden Retrievers belonging to Mitch Potemkin, a world-renowned herpetologist who lives across the street.

The sight of these big, unfamiliar dogs apparently frightened partygoers to the point that most of the two dozen or so attendees ran to their cars and SUVs, fleeing the scene. No one was bitten, but the party was ruined. Over a thousand dollars’ worth of catered food was left to rot in the sun.

“The party was nice, the party was jumpin’,” recalls Edna Wasserpistil, a friend of the guest of honor’s, “and everyone was havin’ a ball. And then out of nowhere come these two dogs—BIG dogs—running onto the lawn and causing havoc. The dogs started barking and everyone started running around, screaming. ‘Who let the dogs out? Who let the dogs out?’ It was horrible, I tell you—horrible!”

THE BIG BREAK IN THE CASE came when local pharmacist Biff Tejaratchi called police and said that one of his customers had been acting suspiciously. “This guy kept coming in for his Zoloft,” the gentle Iranian pill doctor recalls, “and every time that he'd leave, it felt like he was sending something to school. And then he let the dogs out!”

Gelbart, whose ill winds had been acting suspiciously. “This guy kept coming in for his Zoloft,” the gentle Iranian pill doctor recalls, “and every time that he'd leave, it felt like he was sending something to school. And then he let the dogs out!”

According to Gelbart, Tejaratchi was a witness who helped identify the suspect, and police were able to use DNA evidence to link Melman to the crime.

The DNA evidence led to the arrest of Cyrus Melman, an unemployed body surfer and seashell collector. Melman was charged with two counts of “Who let the dogs out?” and faces up to forty years in prison.

“Thank God nobody got hurt,” he adds, “and that they're finally bringing that bastard to justice.”

BUSTED: Florida police arrest Cyrus Melman, suspected of being the man “who let the dogs out.”

The illness is traditionally a foolproof legal defense against criminal prosecution for anyone who, as an adult, commits crimes in retaliation for a bad childhood. “The victim here isn’t Miss Israelstein,” DuPlessis sneers. “It isn’t the partygoers. It isn’t even the dogs—they’re back in. The victim is Cyrus Melman. Society let him down. We all let him down. We all, as a society, let the dogs out.”

POLICE FINALLY ARREST MAN WHO LET THE DOGS OUT!!!

dogs-out case, he’d just wink at me and say stuff like, “I know who let the dogs out—oh yes indeed I do,” and other things like that, so I got to thinking that maybe this was the guy who did it, you know?”

Tejaratchi's suspicious-acting customer was the aforementioned Melman, an unemployed body surfer and seashell collector. When police raided Melman's trailer home in nearby Del Coca Vista, they found hundreds of newspaper clippings related to the case that had been meticulously arranged in photo albums, fecal samples on his boots which forensic technicians have matched to samples taken from Ruffy and Scruffy, wood splinters that match those taken from the gate onto which Melman had scrawled I'M THE MAN WHO LET THE DOGS OUT.

Prosecutor Gelbart, whose dentures, interestingly enough, are fashioned entirely from crocodile teeth, feels he has a slam-dunk case: “We have evidence that we will present before the court which proves that Mr. Melman used a hammer to break the lock on Mr. Potemkin’s gate, and then he let the dogs out. He let those dogs out knowing the danger they might cause if they ran across the street and into Miss Israelstein’s backyard. He let those dogs out hoping they’d hurt someone. And so it is the state’s opinion that he be caged like a dog, just so he knows what it feels like.”

DuPlessis, a rumpled woman with Bride of Frankenstein hair, a whispering ‘S,’ and LOVE/HATE tattooed onto her knuckles, will argue that Melman's abuse as a child, during which his stepfather would insert baseball cards into the little boy's rectum while forcing him to recite batting statistics, caused a mental disorder called “Revenge Psychosis.”

The illness is traditionally a foolproof legal defense against criminal prosecution for anyone who, as an adult, commits crimes in retaliation for a bad childhood. “The victim here isn’t Miss Israelstein,” DuPlessis sneers. “It isn’t the partygoers. It isn’t even the dogs—they’re back in. The victim is Cyrus Melman. Society let him down. We all let him down. We all, as a society, let the dogs out.”

“The U.S. Constitution makes no specific prohibition against letting dogs out, and we’re prepared to argue this point in court,” says Marmosetta DuPlessis, Melman’s court-appointed defense attorney. DuPlessis, a rumpled woman with Bride of Frankenstein hair, a whispering ‘S,’ and LOVE/HATE tattooed onto her knuckles, will argue that Melman’s abuse as a child, during which his stepfather would insert baseball cards into the little boy’s rectum while forcing him to recite batting statistics, caused a mental disorder called “Revenge Psychosis.”
OPEN 9AM-2AM
(363 days - Closed Thanksgiving & Christmas)

“Home of the Mini Theater”

- “MAXI” THEATER
  EVERY FRI. & SAT NIGHT CHECK OUT 4+ HOUR MOVIES!!!
- BOXER NIGHT - NEW YEAR’S EVE!!!
  WEAR BOXERS AND GET IN FREE - CELEBRATE WITH US ALL NIGHT LONG
- NEW 63 CHANNEL “FUN” ARCADE
- MAG PACKS • NOVELTIES / LUBES
- PRIVATE PREVIEW ROOMS
- DVD & VHS - SALES & RENTALS

FREE COFFEE - FRIENDLY STAFF - VERY CLEAN

503-363-3846
3815 STATE ST. SALEM, OR 97301
(NEAR THE CORNER OF LANCASTER & STATE)

Check us out at
BobAdultBooks.com • COUPLES WELCOME
EVERY TUESDAY AT MAGIC...
S.I.N. Night (SERVICE INDUSTRY NITE)
$1.00 Off - All Night (WITH YOUR OLCC SERVER’S PERMIT)
-Free Pool-
217 NW 4TH AVE • 503-224-8472
WWW.MAGICGARDEN.CITYSEARCH.COM

Hoping for something naughty in your stocking...

EXCLUSIVE TAN & CUTS
503-786-5130
MON. 10AM-12AM
TUES. 5PM-12MIDNIGHT

INTIMATE OBSESSIONS
503-254-4226
WED. 10AM-5PM

SHEER SENSATIONS
503-774-1344
THURS. 5:30PM-12AM
FRI. 10AM-5PM

ASH FOR MAJESTIC
4 STAGES
OF PORTLAND'S FINEST
EXOTIC ENTERTAINMENT

$4 STEAK SPECIALS
51 BEERS ON TAP
300 LIQUOR VARIETIES
FULL BAR

OUTSTANDING
GREEK &
AMERICAN
CUISINE

92ND CLUB
505 CLUB
5933 SE 92ND ST
503-771-6966
92ND CLUB
505 NW BURNSIDE
GRESHAM
503-666-2286
GOOD THINGS COME IN PAIRS...

THE SHOWBOAT
OF ANCHORAGE & FAIRBANKS
(A SUBURB OF PORTLAND)
WANTED:
CUTE GIRLS
Hey girls, the Permanent Fund Checks are here!
Every Alaskan man & woman receives one.
It's an Alaskan tradition to spend this money on the vices of man...
Wine, Women & Song
(and whatever else makes your toes curl!) So don't miss out on this opportunity.
Come up and get your share!
NOW HIRING DANCERS
$200-$800 PER NIGHT
AIRCARE, HOUSING AND TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE PROVIDED

FAX RESUME TO
907-346-4711
OR CALL
907-248-4466

OREGON'S VERY OWN INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN
ACROPOLIS
CLUB & STEAKHOUSE
“We invite you to measure
us against the competition

Featuring
ANYA

OUTSTANDING
GREEK &
AMERICAN
CUISINE

8235 SE McLOUGHLIN • (503) 231-9611

“We invite you to measure us against the competition

EXOTIC MAGAZINE
I WAS BORN NUDE, and unless you popped out of your mama’s snatch wearing a tuxedo, you were born nude, too. But they wrapped up our naked infant bodies pretty quick, and in the end, they’ll likely bury us in clothes.

As a kid of around three or four, I’d sometimes do a little dance after getting out of the shower before getting dressed. I called my dance “The Nude Dance,” and it consisted of a basic two-step with my arms swinging back and forth in front of my wee naked frame. Amused by my naked jig’s gleeful innocence, my teenaged brother even wrote a song called “Do The Nude,” whose lyrics consisted entirely of the mantra “Do the nude, and a-do the nude” repeated while I danced. Even my parents were amused by my Nude Dance, because I was obviously too young to realize people shouldn’t be nude at all, much less dance about it.

I grew up fascinated by cheesy nudist culture in the 1970s, dovetailing as it did with long-gone trash-sex phenomena such as streaking (running nude in public—sort of a form of nudist terrorism), wife-swappin’ swingers, and male “flashers” in trenchcoats (what the hell happened to them?).

As an adult, I’ve been publicly naked at an all-male health club in Stockholm (keep your wisecracks to yourself), a nude beach in Copenhagen, and sundry “clothing-optional” hot springs across the American West. When co-workers weren’t around, I’ve even had occasion to trudge through the Exotic office naked as a porn-peddlin’ jaybird. Unless it’s too cold, I always sleep naked and spend much of the time in my apartment without one thread of evil textiles to cover my pink skin. I often lift weights nude while looking at myself in the mirror. For lucky naked partners, I will even sometimes perform my hilarious “penis dance,” and a good time is had by all.

BUT IT’S TOUGH BEING NUDE in a world where everyone wears clothes. Everyone who’s “civilized,” at least.

Clothing. You either wear it or you don’t. Clothes change everything. Clothes are so anthropologically important, it’s silly. Clothing is a social dividing line almost as all-encompassing as gender. More social significance is accorded clothing than just about any other material item. So many invisible walls fall to the ground along with one’s clothes. We attach so much absurd importance to clothing to the point where we’ve convinced ourselves that nudity, rather than clothing, is what’s unnatural or deviant.
Nudity. So simple and yet so powerful. The naked body, when revealed, is both more and less than what we had imagined. So much hinges on its suppression. If the world were to suddenly turn all-nude, catastrophic social meltdowns would result. Clothing, since it cages our sexuality, is essential to our idea of being civilized. God may not have always told us that nudity is bad, but the King does. He always does. He needs us to quit fuckin’ around, get dressed, and start building the roads. But mandatory social clothing has only been a very recent blip in human development. It has existed for less than one percent of the entire time span of the slapstick comedy called Humans on Earth. It wasn’t until the loom was invented in China about six thousand years ago that clothing became an option. Until then, the whole world was a nudist colony.

Nearly all cultures of antiquity, and many world cultures today, practiced public nudism. Most pagan societies incorporated nudity into their rituals. The ancient Egyptians walked around nude, as did the Greeks, especially in their homoerotic-by-inference nude sporting spectacles. The Greeks were even known to WAGE WAR in the nude. The Roman public baths were all-nude, as were many European public baths throughout the Middle Ages. European families often slept in the same bed naked.

Ferocious, repressive anti-nudity sentiments grew as Protestantism took hold throughout Europe, culminating in the Victorian Age, when people didn’t even talk about body parts in mixed public. Even piano legs were often required to be covered, lest they suggest the shamefully seductive female leg.

**ALTHOUGH THE PRECISE MEANING ELUDES ME** at the moment, there is surely great significance in the fact that the country which invented the modern nudist camp also invented the modern concentration camp.

In 1903, a German named Richard Ungewitter published a 104-page treatise extolling the virtues of mixed-gender public nudity. The same year, inspired by Ungewitter’s book, Paul Zimmermann opened “Frellichtpark,” (Free Light Park) in Lubeck, Germany. Considered the world’s first modern nudist camp, the park remained in operation until 1981. Faithful to Teutonic control-freak tendencies, the park’s overlords dictated ironclad laws for its members. Meat was forbidden. So were cigarettes and alcohol. All park guests were required to wake up early and undergo two rigorous hours of exercise under an instructor’s whip.

Germans referred to the nudist lifestyle as “Free Body Culture.” The nudist meme proved infectious, and twenty years later, experts reckoned that 50,000 Krauts were practicing a lifestyle which included marching around naked at least some of the time.

In 1929, a German nudist named Kurt Barthel immigrated to these shores and founded the American League for Physical Culture, whose purpose was to spread the nudist gospel. Nudist colonies emerged across America in the early 1930s, aided by the 1933 formation of The National Nudist Conference, which later changed its name to the American Sunbathing Association. By the mid-1930s, there were an estimated eighty nudist colonies in America, some of which are still operating. Camps such as the “Sea Island Sanctuary” (founded on Cat Island off South Carolina’s coast in 1932) “Sunshine Park” (established by a Baptist minister in New Jersey in 1935) practiced a cooperative lifestyle with vegetarian diets and lotsa nude sports. But despite nudism’s utopian/egalitarian pretensions, membership in many early camps was only within reach of the wealthy.
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NEW 1-ON-1 SHOWS WITH NO GLASS!

- $15 DVD, 3 FOR $40
- HOLIDAY SUPER SALE!
- FULL FEATURE TAPES 3 FOR $25

RENTALS AS LOW AS $1
CLASSIC MOVIES FOR SALE AND RENTAL

DANCERWEAR - LINGERIE VIDEOS - DVDS - MAGAZINES

COME SEE PORTLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION OF SMOKE ACCESSORIES AT THE CHEAPEST PRICES!

Come in and see all of Miranda...

Insatiable SARA is back!

8845 NE SANDY BLVD., PORTLAND, OR • 503-408-9640
EXOTIC MAGAZINE & LUCY FUR PRESENT
THE ORIGINAL WORLD FAMOUS

XOTICA-60-60

LUCY FUR PRESENTS NEW
GO-GO DANCERS &
DJS & THEMES!

NOW EVERY THURSDAY!
DANTE’S
SW 3RD & BURNSIDE

GO-GO
FAVORITES BY
DJ GREGARIOUS &
GUESTS!

STORM AND THE BALLS AT DANTE’S
X-MAS NIGHT AND NEW YEARS EVE
Currently seeking models for collaborative work and profit sharing: Carl Geers 503-515-1905
Who needs a mirror...
We know we have the fairest of them all!

3520 NE 82ND AVE. (503) 252-8351
Discreet parking

HoneySuckles
SOUTHWEST'S FINEST
LINGERIE
Corner of 30th & Barbur
9050 SW Barbur Blvd. (503) 245-4645
Discreet back lot parking with side door entrance.

Both Open 24 Hours!

Tasha
Ashley's Schedule:
Secret Rendezvous:
Mon. 6pm-2am
Tue. 2am-10am
Secret Pleasures:
Wed. 6pm-12am
Fri. 6pm-2am
Private Pleasures:
Sun. 6pm-2am

Ashley’s Schedule:

Secret Rendezvous:
Mon. 6pm-2am
Tue. 2am-10am
Secret Pleasures:
Wed. 6pm-12am
Fri. 6pm-2am
Private Pleasures:
Sun. 6pm-2am

For Those with a more Exotic Taste...

The Gentlemen’s Choice in Private Lingerie Modeling

www.secretpleasures.net

503.761.4040
12503 SE Division, G
24 Hours / 7 Days

503.644.5730
4345 SW Rose Biggl Ave.
Sun-Thu 10am-12mid
Fri & Sat 10am-2am

503.768.9235
5W 53rd & Barbur Blvd.
24 Hours / 7 Days
EXOTIC MAGAZINE ~ 71

Sweet Sensations
€ The Alternative for Sensual Adults €

Fine Lingerie • Lotions • Potions • Toys & Gifts • Video Sales & Rentals

10018 SW Canyon RD
Portland, OR • 503-297-0858

Kitty's CAT HOUSE

HIRING FUN GIRLS
888-MISS-KITTY

HOT NASTY WILD LEGAL SEX

Jeannie Rivers
XXX STAR

LADIES MAKE BIG MONEY WITH LEGAL SEX IN NEVADA
ALWAYS HIRING FUN GIRLS!

774-246-7077
CARSON CITY, NEVADA
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM RENO & LAKE TAHOE
To the clothed world, the nudists might as well have been Martians. Colonies faced frequent police harassment, public ridicule, and evangelical outrage. Even so, pasty white mammaries and wrinkly white peni continued to flap defiantly under the open American sun. In the 1950s, courts decided once and for all that the idea of a cloistered nudist colony harboring consenting adults was perfectly legal.

Utopian nudist-colony culture became diluted (purists would say polluted) by an unwashed influx of free-lovin', hard-druggin', mass-orgy-havin' hippie culture in the 1960s. Public nudism became increasingly sexualized, more of a vulgar mass movement than an underground folk religion. It devolved from its lofty Edenic origins, becoming a haven for seedy swingers and pedophilic predators and thrill-seekers of all stripes. The culture of nude beaches and love-ins and Woodstock and smokin' hash oil naked in redwood hot tubs invaded the pristine culture of astringent nude diets and wholesome naked family living and 500 mandatory daily nude Jumping Jacks. Essentially, the hippies murdered the first wave of American nudist colonies.

The nude establishment (yes...sigh...there really is such a thing) has struggled to resurrect American nudism from the sex 'n' drugs image that has tainted it since the sixties. High-financed, tightly regimented nudist "resorts" catering to upscale couples and families constitute the modern Acceptable Face of American Nudism. Except for the clothing policy, many of these neo-nudist resorts are indistinguishable from high-tech health clubs. They offer nude swimming, nude ping pong, nude water skiing, nude badminton, nude dining, and communal nude Macarena lessons. Nudist-friendly travel agencies offer nude cruises and nude travel packages.

The American Association for Nude Recreation, currently the nation's largest nudist club, claims 50,000 members. Its bland-as-shit website tries its best to portray a safe/antiseptic/ desexualized/family-oriented strain of nudism, with obvious reasons. Modern Nudism equals Big Bucks, and any intimations of nude meth-pipe circles or nude mud wrestling with children would only hurt business. Entrepreneurial nudism's mouthpieces cite stats claiming that the ranks of the American Nude are growing by twenty percent yearly. They trot out polls stating that Americans are growing more tolerant of nudism.

**SIDESTEPPING THE IRONY** of using computers to go back to nature, nudists have taken to the World Wide Web in order to proselytize their lifestyle and network with similarly nude individuals.

From what I can gather after reading a few dozen of their websites, nudists consider the "textile world" alien to their sanctified world. They view it as a corrupted, predatory, animated, sex-hating, fascistic mainstream Überkultur filled with meanies, a world whose violence and neuroses and fast-food wrappers and fall from grace are all rooted in the fact that its members AREN'T NUDE IN PUBLIC ALL THE TIME. Nudists use the word "textile" as both a noun (he's a dedicated textile) and an adjective (it's a textile beach), and it's usually used with some level of pejorative malice. Nudists refer to the textile world's pathological tendency to wear clothes as "clothes-obsessiveness" and "clothes-compulsiveness."

These days, many of the Socially Naked tend to shun the words "nudist" and "colony" altogether. Instead, they label themselves "naturists" who congregate with "traveling clubs" or at "resorts." It's a conscious distancing measure from any sleazy/creepy/cultish associations people might attach to both the terms "nudist" and "colony." Just like San Franciscans hate it when outsiders call their city "Frisco," modern self-described "naturists" frown upon usage of the term "nudist colony," because it makes the inhabitants sound like mindless ants.

That's really too bad, and I'm sorry to have to hurt their feelings, but I just can't use the word "naturist" seriously. I don't like the way it rattles off my keyboard or rolls off my tongue. It's pretentious and not nearly as sexually suggestive, in an erotically pre-porno way, as the delicious term "nudist." I prefer to use "nudist," and I'll call those freaky nude bastards nudists whether they like it or not, fuck them and their stupid colonies.

Nudists defend their lifestyle with the zealotry of the folk religionists they are. They say that social nudism relieves psychological stress, and they'll show you medical studies to prove it. They'll show you another survey that proves group therapy is more effective when conducted in the nude. They'll cite statistics that say nudists are typically richer and better-educated than your average textile-wearing drone. They say that nudists, rather than being sexual deviants, are statistically less likely to commit sex crimes or incest and engage in extramarital affairs than the sickos in the textile world. They claim that clothing is a breeding ground for bacteria. They say one's skin needs to breathe, to absorb and excrete, and that clothing subverts many of the skin's natural functions. They claim that full-body exposure to sunshine ensures a higher absorption of Vitamin D, essential to the immune system. They assert that nudity improves fertility, clears psoriasis, and prevents Lyme disease. They say that basking nude in the sun fights many types of cancer, even skin cancer. They say that clothes impede the body's circulatory, reproductive, and lymphatic functions. They say these ball-smashingly tight blue jeans I'm wearing right now could possibly lead to testicular cancer.

The devoted nudist feels, deep in the bottom of the sockless toes he squishes in the grass, that he lives in a fundamentally more moral, equal, and honest world than those in the textile world.
Despite all its delusions of philosophical grandeur, the nudist theorist proposes a loftier, more spiritually advanced mode of living which is available to anyone simply by droppin' trou. But don't be fooled—his form of nudism aspires to much more than mere triflin' nakedness—it seeks to create a utopian society, to champion the struggle for women's freedom, and to maybe even smash the patriarchy if there's any time left after all that other stuff. He proposes a world which accepts...nay, celebrates...the human body, with all its warts, rashes, sagging flesh, ingrown toenails, and swampy ass-stank.

**THE NUDIST WORLD,** despite all its delusions of philosophical grandeur and human uplift, will forever remain a severely **tacky** world characterized by goofy jokes, by *Elmer Fuddpucker at the Nudist Colony* comedy albums, and by zany nudist-camp cartoons depicting a guy who can carry two cups of coffee in his hands and a dozen donuts on his boner. *'Tis a world encapsulated in irritatingly clever catchphrases such as “Skin does not equal sin” and “I've got a brand nude attitude!” and “We are nude, not lewd” and “Grin and bare it!” It's a world filled with an uncomfortably high quotient of pervy weirdin's who, if it weren't for nudism, would be into, oh, Star Trek to satisfy their lonely itch for communal belonging.

In many ways, nudism is also the natural-born enemy of pornography. Nudism proposes that all of us should be naked, while porn posits that only a few of us should. That's a monumental difference. Pornography depends on the general societal suppression of nudity, or it wouldn't be special enough that people would pay for it. Much of the sex industry's wealth is actually dependent upon the mainstream suppression of nudity. If nudity were commonplace, it wouldn't be so “erotic,” and guys wouldn't actually PAY to see a woman's bare tush.

I tend to side with the pornographers. My main beef with social nudism, apart from the oceans of aesthetic cheese, is the undeniable, proven—were commonplace, it wouldn't be so “exotic,” and guys wouldn't actually depend upon the mainstream. For me…but not for thee. Or as my girlfriend succinctly phrased it when I asked for her thoughts on nudism, “I don’t need to look at somebody else’s junk.”

Employing desiccated grey-pubed leftist jargon and pompous, Francophilic gobbledygook amid feely-meely goopy Edenic let’s-all-mush-together-in-a-gooey-protoplasmic-Love-Soup aesthetics, the nudist movement throughout the world is based on health—both of the body and mind. The film begins with a producer's statement that “Our purpose is to show the benefits derived from bathing the body in the sun and air. Our hope is to show that the rapid growth of nudism is a natural-born enemy of pornography. Nudism proposes that all of us should be naked, while porn posits that only a few of us should. That's a monumental difference. Pornography depends on the general societal suppression of nudity, or it wouldn't be special enough that people would pay for it. Much of the sex industry's wealth is actually dependent upon the mainstream suppression of nudity. If nudity were commonplace, it wouldn't be so “erotic,” and guys wouldn't actually PAY to see a woman's bare tush.

I tend to side with the pornographers. My main beef with social nudism, apart from the oceans of aesthetic cheese, is the undeniable, proven—were commonplace, it wouldn't be so “exotic,” and guys wouldn't actually depend upon the mainstream. For me…but not for thee. Or as my girlfriend succinctly phrased it when I asked for her thoughts on nudism, “I don’t need to look at somebody else’s junk.”

**MILESTONES IN NUDIST CINEMA**

Until the late 1960s, the only LEGAL way for Americans to agle the naked human form in print and on movie screens...well, the naked Caucasian form, anyway, since *National Geographic* had no trouble showing dark-skinned “primitive” nudes...was via the purposely non-erotic genre of nudist magazines and nudist-camp movies.

Films featuring naked adults frolicking at nudist camps began to emerge in the early 1930s, coinciding with the first wave of American nudist-colony culture. The early films are typically imbued with a pompous, classically naturist, Triumph of the Will-styled conviction that nudism will bring about a worldwide elevation of humanity. *Elysia: Valley of the Nudes* (1933—foreign-language poster pictured at right) was filmed at a California nudist colony. The film begins with a producer’s statement that “Our purpose is to show the benefits derived from bathing the body in the sun and air. Our hope is to show that the rapid growth of nudism is a natural-born enemy of pornography. Nudism proposes that all of us should be naked, while porn posits that only a few of us should. That's a monumental difference. Pornography depends on the general societal suppression of nudity, or it wouldn't be special enough that people would pay for it. Much of the sex industry's wealth is actually dependent upon the mainstream suppression of nudity. If nudity were commonplace, it wouldn't be so “erotic,” and guys wouldn't actually PAY just to see a woman’s bare tush.

In 1954, New York authorities banned *Garden of Eden,* filmed at a nudist camp, because it allegedly portrayed nude humans in “unwholesome sexually alluring positions.” The film’s distributor appealed an initial court decision, and in 1957 the state court ruled in the film’s favor, with one judge arguing that “nudism in itself, and without lewdness or dirtiness, is not obscenity in law or in common sense.” The decision made it easier for wider commercial distribution of nudist-camp movies, and exploitation directors pounced on the opportunity, unleashing countless whimsically named “nudie-cuties” for the commercial market in the late 1950s and early 1960s.

8-movie legend Herschell Gordon Lewis produced nude-cuties such as *Nature’s Playmates* (1962), *Daughters of the Sun* (1962), and *Goldilocks and the Three Bares* (1963) before single-handedly inventing the stalker-movie genre with 1963's *Blood Feast.*

The nudist-camp films were always careful to artfully conceal the subjects’ nudity, while porno posits that only a few of us should. That’s a monumental difference. Pornography depends on the general societal suppression of nudity, or it wouldn't be special enough that people would pay for it. Much of the sex industry's wealth is actually dependent upon the mainstream suppression of nudity. If nudity were commonplace, it wouldn't be so “erotic,” and guys wouldn't actually PAY just to see a woman’s bare tush.

In 1954, New York authorities banned *Garden of Eden,* filmed at a nudist camp, because it allegedly portrayed nude humans in “unwholesome sexually alluring positions.” The film’s distributor appealed an initial court decision, and in 1957 the state court ruled in the film’s favor, with one judge arguing that “nudism in itself, and without lewdness or dirtiness, is not obscenity in law or in common sense.” The decision made it easier for wider commercial distribution of nudist-camp movies, and exploitation directors pounced on the opportunity, unleashing countless whimsically named “nudie-cuties” for the commercial market in the late 1950s and early 1960s.

8-movie legend Herschell Gordon Lewis produced nude-cuties such as *Nature’s Playmates* (1962), *Daughters of the Sun* (1962), and *Goldilocks and the Three Bares* (1963) before single-handedly inventing the stalker-movie genre with 1963’s *Blood Feast.*

Since full-frontal cinematic nudity was considered legally obscene in America until 1968, the nudist-camp films were always careful to artfully conceal the subjects’ genitals, especially swung’ veneens. A strong distinction should be drawn between nudist films and the pornographic films which immediately succeeded them. By definition, a nudist film prohibits any equation of nudity with sex. You’ll see nude adults playing volleyball and rowing canoes (known as “canoodling” among initiates), but you won’t see any remotely amorous activity. When legal decisions allowed for naked onscreen sexuality in the late 1960s, the nudist-camp genre quickly expired, stumped to death under increasingly bold cinematic eroticism and, finally, hardcore.
TRUCKER FAGS IN DENIAL

JUST BECAUSE I CAN'T SLEEP, IT DOESN'T MEAN I'M A FAG!

IT DOESN'T MEAN I'M TORTURED BY FANTASIES OF HAVING SEX WITH YOU!

IT DOESN'T MEAN I WANT TO RIP YOUR BOXER SHORTS OFF AND START SUCKIN' YOUR COCK!

IT DOESN'T MEAN I WANT YOU TO COVER YOUR PRICK IN AXLE GREASE AND RAM IT IN MY ASS!

IT DOESN'T MEAN I WANT TO ENGAGE IN AN ONGOING HOMOSEXUAL RELATIONSHIP WITH YOU DUE TO THE FACT THAT I'M LONELY AND OLD AND UNABLE TO ATTRACT FEMALE PARTNERS!

I KNOW, BUTCH, I KNOW! I NEVER THOUGHT ANY OF THOSE THINGS ABOUT YOU! I NEVER THOUGHT YOU WERE A FAGGOT!

YOU BETTER NOT, OR I'LL KICK YOUR FAGGOT ASS!

TO BE CONTINUED!
Hand Times

NOW OPEN
11AM-3AM DAILY!

“PRIVATE BOOTHS”
AT LEAST 2 BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
LIVE AND TOTALLY NUDE
ON STAGE EVERY DAY!

Miranda

311 NW BROADWAY • PORTLAND, OR • 503-223-2398

NOW HIRING DANCERS
CALL AL AT
503-239-4416

STATE-OF-THE-ART
ARCADE

BEST PRICES IN TOWN
ON DVD’S AND
FEATURED VIDEOTAPES

PORTLAND ALCOHOL SERVICE INDUSTRY
CHRISTMAS PARTY

@ Boogie Woogies
915 SW 2nd Ave. (Downtown Portland)

An open invitation event for all alcohol service industry owners, managers, and workers to attend a party to benefit the start of the Oregon chapter of A.C.E. (Association of Club Executives). A.C.E is a national organization dedicated to safeguarding the rights of alcohol and service and industry owners and workers nationwide.

7:00pm - Complimentary dinner and meeting for bar/nightclub owners with A.C.E. organizers and legal staff.
8:00pm - DJ and dancefloor. Party the night away!

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8TH, 8:00PM

Bar owners and managers please call for dinner and table reservations:
Rick - 503.330.0784 Claude - 503.849.9310
I was a semi-retarded suburban Philly rock 'n' roll brat in the early 1970s when a wave of 1950s nostalgia hit the country like a greasy, twenty-year-old fart. With long hair hanging from my head but a crotch that was still hairless, I sat in a nearly empty movie theater watching Let the Good Times Roll, a concert documentary featuring 50s rock 'n' roll stars, most of them black. The film contained live footage from some bloated, overdone, there's-no-reason-the-backup-band-should-have-a-trombone-section oldies show filmed in New York in 1971, interspersed with backstage comments from the stars. Most audience members in the movie seemed to be white with long hair, just like me.

Although not one black person lived within ten miles of me, I bore no prejudices toward the performers. In fact, I wound up liking all but one of them. Chuck Berry was his usual eager-to-please, show-stopping self. Fats Domino was likeable because he always smiled, too. Little Richard, with a giant spangly coiffed pompadour and screamingly colorful silk outfits studded with mirrors, minced and howled and climbed atop pianos and sweated so much, his eyeliner began to run down his cheeks. What's not to like about that?

Bo Diddley was the only one who left a bad taste in my mouth. He didn't smile like the other stars. He lumbered around the stage like a cranky grizzly bear with his big Mr. Potato Head sour-pussed mug, his thick ugly eyeglasses, and his rectangular guitar that immediately annoyed me. The only impression his songs left on me was that he seemed to say his own name a lot, which I found exceedingly dumb. His backstage comments, spat out with pissy, bad-cigar-breath venom, were fixated on a single theme: He invented rock 'n' roll, others ripped him off, and he deserves to get paid for it. He just yabbered and jabbered and wouldn't shut the fuck up about it.

“You invented rock 'n' roll?” I thought to myself. “Fuck, I ain't ever HEARD of you!”

I would like to state for the record that I was wrong, and I feel horrible about it. Although it would be overstating things to say Bo Diddley single-handedly invented rock 'n' roll, he definitely invented MORE of it than anyone else. And there are good arguments that he was THE major influence in the genesis of surf music, heavy metal, the British Invasion, and rap. The man is a Godzilla-sized musical monster.

I first came to embrace this fact in the early 1980s, when I nicked a cassette of his greatest hits that featuring a picture of Bo in his 1950s prime, red checkered suit and all. First song on the tape was also the first single he ever released, 1955's eponymous “Bo Diddley,” boasting a jagged Stone Age/Space Age guitar rolling in like waves of desert heat and melting your mind. Bo, originally a drummer, played his guitar as if it were a percussion instrument. And the riff on “Bo Diddley” was pounded out in a cadence that would become his signature. Phonics don’t do it justice, but I’d render it something like BOMP-buh-BOMP-BOMP-BOMP. It has become known as the “Bo Diddley beat” and forms the rhythmic backbone for many of his songs, as well as countless smash hits for pea-pickin’ butt-pirates who saw fit to steal it. That beat shakes like an earthquake. There’s something eternal about it. Bo Diddley drilled down into the core of the rhythmic collective unconscious and came up with pure black oil.

Music theorists argue over the Bo Diddley beat’s origin. It has been linked to sources as varied as: the “shave and a haircut, six bits” barbershop song; the “hambone” rhythm that black slaves would pat out on their bare chests and legs using their hands; some lost rhumba cadence; and jungle-movie soundtracks from the 1940s. Bo dismisses all such claims and says he invented the beat himself while fucking around with the cowboy song “I’ve Got Spurs that Jingle Jingle Jingle” on his guitar.
for two shows. I will be

George Michael
Elvis Costello
David Bowie
U2
Bruce Springsteen
The Strangeloves
The Rolling Stones
The Who
Johnny Otis
Buddy Holly
Elvis Presley
and used it in their songs:
“Bo Diddley Beat”

That one beat...the one he's known for...would have
been enough to cement his legend. But this cassette
oozed seductive beats all over the place, many of them
spiced-up by sideman Jerome Green’s voodoo-possessed
maracas-shaking. Every song was stirred around and
simmered in the same hypnotic, hazy, snake-charming,
witch-doctor gumbo, skulls on sticks shaking up and
down to the beat. Bo Diddley was channeling Satan,
there was no doubt about it. “Say Man,” considered by
many to be the first rap song, was driven by a weird,
caffeine-overdose, piano-tinkly, south-of-the-border
tempo, over which Bo and Jerome traded
verbal insults about each other's girlfriends.
“Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover” was
peppered by a breathless rhythm that
conjured torches and gospel tents. And my
favorite track, “Road Runner,” had one of
the heaviest guitar sounds ever recorded,
just screaming slabs of black steel punching
you unconscious. In yet another layer of
irony that forms the Ironic Onion called
you unconscious. In yet another layer of
you unconscious. In yet another layer of
irony that forms the Ironic Onion called

Bo also broke new thematic ground
when he came to town, the streets got empty
and the sun went down. Except for a few of the darker-
theme country artists, such self-woven antihero mythol-
ogy was absent from the rest of popular music until punk
rock came along and offered paint-by-numbers nihilism.

When the British Invasion stole American music and
sold it back to Americans, no one’s music was stolen
more than Bo Diddley’s. The Rolling Stones, Kinks,
Animals, Manfred Mann, and Yardbirds all covered his
songs. British bands such as The Pretty Things and Cops
and Robbers stole their goddamned names from his
songs. Even Pink Floyd, a band seemingly unaware that
things such as rhythm existed, was rumored to have cut
their musical teeth by performing entire sets of Bo
Diddley covers.

NEARLY FIFTY YEARS after he first recorded “Bo
Diddley,” bitterness and an all-swallowing sense of
having been FUCKED OVER remain the primary themes
of almost every interview Bo gives. He’s bitter at the
FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS worth of royalties he reckons
record-company sharks have skimmed from his
pockets. He’s bitter that in the early 1970s, he was driven
into premature obscurity to the point where he
took a job as a small-town sheriff in New
Mexico. He’s bitter every time he hears his beat
plagiarized on TV commercials. Bitter that he’s
in his 70s and still has to tour small clubs to
make ends meet. “I opened the door for a lot of
people,” he lamented to one reporter, “and they
just ran through and left me holding the knob.”

My head would crack open and bats
would fly out of it if I were faced with Bo’s
predicament. If I had created something that
altered the musical landscape with the finality
of an atomic bomb and was still forced to play
rinky-dink clubs almost TEN YEARS after
becoming a senior citizen, I’d want to punch somebody.

So here’s what I suggest, Bo: You’re coming
to Dante’s on December 27th for two shows. I will be
the DJ for both shows. I am the same white boy who
doubted your importance way back in that movie theater
in 1972. If you’re still feeling bitter when you get to
Dante’s, you can punch me square in the face, and I
swear I won’t call the cops. Take your best shot. You’re in
your seventies, so I’m sure it won’t hurt too bad. Not as
bad as what they did to you, anyway.

RIPPED OFF
A short list of well-known
artists, all of whom are
white, who stole the
instantly recognizable
“Bo Diddley Beat”
and used it in their songs:

Elvis Presley
(“His Latest Flame”)
Buddy Holly
(“Not Fade Away”)
Johnny Otis
(“Willie and the
Hand Jive”)
The Who
(“Magic Bus”)
The Rolling Stones
(“I’m All Right”)
The Strangeloves
(“I Want Candy”—
later recorded by
Bow Wow Wow)
Bruce Springsteen
(“She’s the One”)
U2
(“Desire”)
David Bowie
(“Panic in Detroit”)
Elvis Costello
(“Lover’s Rock”)
X
(“Under the Big
Black Sun”)
George Michael
(“Faith”)

Bo employed that tireless beat,
tweaking it just a bit each time,
on about half of the songs on that greatest-
hits cassette. The barest, most
elemental example of Bo recycling his own
beat was the reverb-soaked, all-alone-in-the-
darkness guitar line on “Mona,” one of the purest love
songs ever written.

Bo Diddley is a Gunslinger album (1961).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>MONDAY MADNESS</strong></td>
<td>2-FER TUESDAYS Club 205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JODY’S BAR &amp; GRILL</td>
<td>SUICIDE GIRLS Devils Point • 10pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROCKIN’ MONDAYS @ THE PALLAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dante’s Sinnerno Cabaret</td>
<td>Burning Babes at Dante’s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portland Alcohol Service Industry Christmas Party (Dinner &amp; Meeting) A Benefit for A.C.E. 7pm @ Boogie Woogies (915 SW 2nd)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATHOUSE (on NB 0 (after Soprano’s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>MONDAY MADNESS</strong></td>
<td>2-FER TUESDAYS Club 205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JODY’S BAR &amp; GRILL</td>
<td>SUICIDE GIRLS Devils Point • 10pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROCKIN’ MONDAYS @ THE PALLAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dante’s Sinnerno Cabaret</td>
<td>Burning Babes at Dante’s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portland Alcohol Service Industry Christmas Party (Dinner &amp; Meeting) A Benefit for A.C.E. 7pm @ Boogie Woogies (915 SW 2nd)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATHOUSE (on NB 0 (after Soprano’s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td><strong>MONDAY MADNESS</strong></td>
<td>2-FER TUESDAYS Club 205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JODY’S BAR &amp; GRILL</td>
<td>SUICIDE GIRLS Devils Point • 10pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROCKIN’ MONDAYS @ THE PALLAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dante’s Sinnerno Cabaret</td>
<td>Burning Babes at Dante’s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portland Alcohol Service Industry Christmas Party (Dinner &amp; Meeting) A Benefit for A.C.E. 7pm @ Boogie Woogies (915 SW 2nd)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATHOUSE (on NB 0 (after Soprano’s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td><strong>MONDAY MADNESS</strong></td>
<td>2-FER TUESDAYS Club 205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JODY’S BAR &amp; GRILL</td>
<td>SUICIDE GIRLS Devils Point • 10pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROCKIN’ MONDAYS @ THE PALLAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dante’s Sinnerno Cabaret</td>
<td>Burning Babes at Dante’s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portland Alcohol Service Industry Christmas Party (Dinner &amp; Meeting) A Benefit for A.C.E. 7pm @ Boogie Woogies (915 SW 2nd)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATHOUSE (on NB 0 (after Soprano’s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td><strong>MONDAY MADNESS</strong></td>
<td>2-FER TUESDAYS Club 205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JODY’S BAR &amp; GRILL</td>
<td>SUICIDE GIRLS Devils Point • 10pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROCKIN’ MONDAYS @ THE PALLAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dante’s Sinnerno Cabaret</td>
<td>Burning Babes at Dante’s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portland Alcohol Service Industry Christmas Party (Dinner &amp; Meeting) A Benefit for A.C.E. 7pm @ Boogie Woogies (915 SW 2nd)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATHOUSE (on NB 0 (after Soprano’s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HELP WANTED

DANCERS & LINGERIE MODELS
Sick of the same ol’ shit?
Tired of all the drama?
If you’re beautiful, determined and dependable, we have your $$ waiting.

starline entertainment
503.909.2065

Dancers wanted at Portland’s HOTTEST clubs. Call for shifts at Club 205, Sassy’s, Double Dribble, Hideaway Pub, Nicolai St. Club (503) 788-3336/(503) 788-3337

Boom Boom Room...
Classy exotic dance club on upscale Southwest Barbur Blvd. in Portland is seeking top quality dancers. Call (503) 226-7332

MODELS WANTED!!!
For 3 high traffic lingerie modeling shops!
Call John (503) 818-4215

Lingerie Models & Dancers needed. Work for yourself! (Not an agency.)
Call 971-544-0500 (local call)

RETURNING FROM VEGAS WITH NO JOB?
Looking for beautiful escorts... Experience is a must! Call 503.544.4498

AUDITIONS for Dante’s Sinferno Cabaret & Vaudeville...
Tuesday evenings 6pm-9pm @ Dante’s (1 sw 3rd ave.) 503.226.6630 for more info

MISCELLANEOUS

Photographer seeking models!
$75 per hour -- paid same day.
Call for interview. Female
Only. 21 and over only.
503-704-7694

BI-CURIOUS LOCALS!!!
Live Male Chat - Record/Listen to ads FREE. Call 503-548-8888 or 888-272-7277 for other local numbers. Enter FREE with code 6121. www.interactivemale.com

ADVERTISE HERE
503.804.4479

CLASSIFIEDS

HAND MADE, EROTIC, SEXY

Costumes, lingerie, and evening wear. Custom-made to your desires, or check out our unique designs. Erotic parties & bakery items available. 20 years experience.

503.810.3045

ANYTHING GOES!
Personal Listings check it out!
1-800-596-3262 $2.99 min.

FREE SEX!
30 minutes FREE w/code 5262
• Portland: 503-802-4848
• Seattle: 206-805-4141
• Toll Free: 1-888-465-4588 (for your local number - 18+)
www.casualsexdateline.com

Hey Girl -- Bad Date?
Portland Metro Area
“Leave a message and we’ll spread the word!”

Viagra... $6 a dose!
http://KwikMed.com/viagra/137168/

LICENSED & PROFESSIONAL CREDIBLE SECURITY ESCORT offering services to professional clientele.
Contact Mr. Darryl Williams mobile: 503.481.0949 pager: 503.441.8912

NOW HIRING FOR TOP PAY!


STAGE DANCERS: Tired of Bending Over for a Buck?
Call Today and Make the Money You Deserve!

503.768.9548

PRIVATE PLEASURES SECRET RENDEZVOUS

Hey Girl -- Bad Date?
503.813.0996
Portland Metro Area
Leave a message and we’ll spread the word!

Viagra... $6 a dose!
http://KwikMed.com/viagra/137168/

LICENSED & PROFESSIONAL CREDIBLE SECURITY ESCORT offering services to professional clientele.
Contact Mr. Darryl Williams mobile: 503.481.0949 pager: 503.441.8912

ADVERTISE HERE
503.804.4479

E X O T I C  M A G A Z I N E
Every time you masturbate... God kills a kitten.
Please. Think of the kittens.

Southwest’s Newest and Finest. Selectively Hiring.

4345 SW Rose Biggi Ave. • 503.909.2065

NOW BOOKING DANCERS FOR
• Club 205
• Sassy’s
• Nicolai St. Club
• Double Dribble

featuring Geni
appearing at Sassy’s

Call today for a Bachelor Party Package.
503.788.3336
503.788.3337
I lived in Colma for ten frickin’ years. I had to get out. I moved to Portland because you can walk half an hour in any direction and not see one dead person.

—Big Carl Felton, Portlander

Grey skies cast soft luminance upon the dew of freshly cut lawns. Birdies hop amid fallen pastry crumbs, ruffling their feathers in thanks. Squirrelies bob their cute li’l heads in an unspoken “howdee-do!” Steaming coffee bubbles in polished percolators, hot ‘n’ ready for the honest, hardworking man’s consumption. The sun pokes nimble beams through the haze. Ah, Portland. Groovy, nippy Portland. It all seems straight from the pages of some beautiful, well-told fairy tale. A glimpse into lovelier, simpler times. Gosh darn it, nothing beats the fresh, rosy tranquility of a Portland suburb. It really makes you feel alive.

That is, unless you live next door to a bunch of DEAD people.

For some reason, Portlanders still find dead people unpleasant. They become fearful and agitated in the dead man’s presence. They tend to think dead folks should chill with other dead folks. Even in our liberal times, Portlanders treat dead people as if they’re part of an entirely different race.

Take, for example, the recent arrival of the Fergusons, a dead family, into the “city that works.” Entranced by Portland’s beauty and with high hopes of a new start, Devon, Shawnee, and their son Jermaine moved to 1638 Bud Ct., located in an all-live neighborhood. In fact, the Fergusons are the first dead family to live in the area since the late forties, and it hasn’t been easy. Foolishly thinking lifeism was a thing of the past, the Fergusons had no expectation of the backlash they would receive at the hands of their more active neighbors.

The real trouble began early last year. On a blustery night as the dead household lay still in their beds, a large navel orange crashed through their bay window. Devon awoke and shuffled over to the fruit and felt a cold shame settle across his bones. Scrawled across the offending citrus item were words which brought back the horrors of a cruel, intolerant past. He pushed back a dusty tear as he read the message aloud: GET OUT DEAD MAN.

Fighting the initial urge to flee, Devon and Shawnee in a small coffee shop at the edge of town, a place where the stares and comments aren’t quite so bad. Soulful jazz and the fragrance of musk oil spooled in the air. As we seated ourselves in the back corner, Devon first explained that Jermaine wished to be interviewed separately. He then proceeded to thank me for the opportunity to voice his complaints to a live man, though I noted a hint of mistrust and hostility in his voice. Shawnee looked festive, yet demure. When I asked Devon to share his negative experiences with me, he exhaled in frustration and propped himself in his wooden chair.

“Growing up dead, I learned that some folks are just plain ign’nant [dead slang for ignorant]. I don’t expect every live man to be completely fair, but the situation here is way out of control. In Portland, it’s like a dead man can’t just go out and take his family bowling without people staring.” I nod, puppy-eyed, with feigned concern. He continues: “I see the looks in live people’s eyes when I walk down the street. It’s like, ‘Oh, that dead man is going to steal my...”

“You’ve heard what live folk say about us deads. There’s all sorts of things, like we’re lazy and we stink.”

SAY IT LOUD—I’M DEAD AND I’M PROUD!: The Fergusons (from left to right: Shawnee, Jermaine, and Devon) are a dead family who recently moved into an all-live Portland neighborhood, where they’ve suffered countless hate crimes at the hands of intolerant lifeists.
purse. ‘Careful, honey, that dead man looks like he wants to fight.’ That’s all I am to live folk: the ‘big, horny dead man.’ It’s humiliating.’

Shawnee adjusts her bonnet and chimes in. “I’m a strong dead woman. I endure harassment from live girls every day, and I stay strong. They make comments like I want to steal their men just ’cause I’m dead, like all dead girls are some kinda hussy. Bullpuckies! Horsebeans! I got a family, I don’t want none of their mess!” Devon calms her with a little squeeze. “She’s upset right now, but she’s right.” He states, “The stereotypes are unbelievable. Dead people have been around for as long as anybody, and yet these unfounded stereotypes persist.” I ask him to tell me exactly what stereotypes he’s had to face day to day. “We draw insults like flies. You know. You’ve heard what live folk say about us deads. There’s all sorts of things, like we’re lazy and we stink.”

He submits that the problem runs far deeper than juvenile name-calling. Once again, Shawnee offers her two bits. “Ask my man how long it took him to get a job! Ask him!” Not one to pooh-pooh her suggestion, I inquire, “Devon, how long did it take you to find a job?”

“Eight months,” he says angrily. “Eight muhthafuckin’ months. And if you think for a minute that prejudice is bad on the street, you should won’t believe the shit I hear at WORK.” Shawnee Ferguson begins to weep as I adjourn our meeting, thanking them both for their candor.

BIG WAYNE’S BIG LUMBERYARD GRANDÉ stands at the ass-end of a long row of desolate warehouses. Man and machine grunt in laborious syncopation. Devon is under Big Wayne’s employ, and I’ve come to confront the staff about their attitude toward dead men in their workplace. As I enter the front office, an obese bee-yotch in bifocals asks me if I’m “that lefty journalist.” When I confirm, she huffs and rolls her eyes, buzzing me into the main yard and curtly requests that his comments be kept off the record. I give him my word and he takes it, the fool. “I got no problem with dead people,” Wayne intones, “but there’s a difference in the way dead and live folks act. I have to think about the community environment. Especially in terms of Jermaine. I have a son about his age, and they go to the same school. Look, my son is ALIVE. That’s the way he was born. I don’t want him acting like he’s dead because it’s ‘cool.’ I can’t say that I like the influence of that Ferguson boy.” I urge Big Wayne to elaborate. “Jermaine is…um…political.”

The following day I arrive at Vic’s Naugahyde Room, a pool hall said to be frequented by roughnecks and thugs. In the far corner, shrouded by the acrid fog of tobacco smoke, sits a very, very angry young man. Seventeen-year-dead Jermaine stands when I greet him, but he doesn’t shake my hand. He’s dressed in traditional dead clothing, his tattered tuxedo smelling of wet earth. The white lily tucked through his left lapel hangs flaccid. A small stack of pamphlets and a few brain pies lie on his table. I haven’t a chance to say a word before he begins what seems a well-rehearsed address. “I don’t believe the values imposed by a media run by live people and Jews,” he begins, “but I consider this interview a means to an end. Let’s get this started.” When I ask if he feels treated unjustly, he launches into a frustrated speech. “As soon as you’re dead, the live man sews your mouth shut. It’s fear. The live man is afraid of what the dead man has to say. They want to keep us quiet and put us in a box. It’s organized.” I offer that not all live people are part of a lifist cabal. He seems infuriated by the notion.

“Live man’s bullshit. Look at it historically. Dead culture has always been under-represented in the media. It’s always ‘LIVE nude girls,’ ‘the Beatles appearing LIVE,’ and fuck, man, the few times we do appear the in living culture’s media, how are we represented? As stupid dead folk who can’t control their urges. Always eating live people. Terrorizing live farming communities after a government mishap. It’s only gotten worse since we were totally SAMBOED by Michael Jackson’s Thriller. That’s the live man’s agenda—to portray the dead as either a scapegoat or a complacent zombie that rolls his eyes back and does a little dance.” I pause for thought and ask him what he intends to do about it. “The time has come to rise again. We need to reclaim our identity as dead people. Our numbers are legion. I believe in leadership through example. I’ve cast off the live man’s coil. I am no longer Jermaine Ferguson. I am Idi Jermaine Admallah, 1971-1985.

Only Big Wayne himself backs up his dead worker. “Now, it’s been alleged that I hired Devon on account of his bein’ in a deceased way, and that just ain’t the case,” the big man states flatly. “He works just as hard as anyone else. Besides, these dead folk are built for this kind of labor. You know, they got the bone structure and whathaveta.”

“How do you feel about Devon and his family personally, Big Wayne?,” I ask, drawing a thick cigar from the box on his desk. The Wayner steps over to close his office door, requesting that his comments be kept off the record. I give him my word and he takes it, the fool. “I got no problem with dead people,” Wayne intones, “but there’s a difference in the way dead and live folks act. I have to think about the community environment. Especially in terms of Jermaine. I have a son about his age, and they go to the same school. Look, my son is ALIVE. That’s the way he was born. I don’t want him acting like he’s dead because it’s ‘cool.’ I can’t say that I like the influence of that Ferguson boy.” I urge Big Wayne to elaborate. “Jermaine is…um…political.”
Strippers are garbage. Not special. Not unique. Just more cunts. You girls have all kinds of ideas about things, but you're just another dumb whore. Prove me wrong.

Bitch, I don't care if you're a "singer" or a "dance technician" or even a "writer" in your spare time. Why would I? You must understand. To me, you don't have a personality aside from the wrinkled hog jowls between your legs. Now that's interesting! Obviously! Tell me why I would think otherwise. Why would an intelligent human being assume that a woman who exposes her genitals for greasy one-dollar bills has anything important to say? I mean, come on! That's one step up from a trained monkey! What, do you have some magic "inner goodness" about you? Yeah, right! You're a prostitute! That isn't good!

I've fucked strippers. I've hung out with strippers. Garbage. They use drugs as if the comet hits tomorrow. They get drunk and tell you about their lives. They're "artists" and "thrift store owners" and "worth something." Uh, excuse me, ma'am? Could you get your fucking life out of my way? I'm trying to look up your asshole. Thanks.

I can look at the place on your body that shit comes out of. Anytime I want. For a dollar. And you have feelings? I can see your pooper! Is this a joke?

I've tried, believe me. I've tried to listen to you. But I just can't seem to get my head around the idea that you show your privates to people you don't know for money. Can't you wait tables or something? What's wrong with you? Are you broken? Now, you can't get enough of exhibitionism with the hardhats at work, you actually put on costumes and pretend to be "burlesque dancers" in your spare time. Really. That's not interesting, that's stupid. That's like me dressing up like a "ninja" or a "wizard." Cut it out. Show me your pussy. Shut up, here's a dollar.

You're a servant. Low-class. For a dollar you'll let me look at your brown-eye. You'll come over to my house and do it for, what, $69.95? If I had some Ecstasy tablets you would suck my dick. Really, you would. You would just lick my nuts. If I bought you some platform boots, or a fur coat, I could fuck you up the ass. Really. For enough money, you'll do anything, because you are a prostitute. I bet you'd dance naked right in front of me and rub your crotch on my lap, for about ten bucks. Yep, you sure would.

Obviously!

I don't care if you're happy taking your clothes off for money. Do whatever you want, it won't be important. I'll never care. It just frustrates me that you assume I respect you, because I don't. I wouldn't expect you to think highly of me if I, say, sucked cock at the train station for a living. Or if I got paid to dress up like a woman and lip-sync to ABBA songs. That's disgusting. I would be ashamed to expose myself to roomfuls of people.

I think it's clear that the majority of women in our culture feel the same way. They feel very private about their genitals. They don't show them to just anybody. Consequently, the woman who feels no shame, the woman who actually dances around naked, is decidedly abnormal. Sort of a freak. I mean, come on. What sort of twisted, damaged person would show me their genitals for a dollar? What is that, a cry for help?

Obviously!

So, girls, follow your heart. If your brain is so royally fucked that you aren't ashamed of being a prostitute, keep wiggling that ass. Hey, I don't mind; it's great for me. I like it, because it means you aren't even really a person. You're an object. You're like a Sphincter-TV that I can turn on whenever the mood strikes me. I have a few drinks and blow on your clit when your back's turned. Then I laugh.

It only costs me a dollar. Whore.
Downtown Portland's Premier Destination for Private Erotic Entertainment

Celeste

Centerfold Suites
OPEN 24HRS! FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Kandi

Chloé

Call for Bachelor Parties & Special Occasions
Same day Appointments Welcome

Angel

Located Downtown • 314 W. Burnside • 503.222.9823
PDXGIRLS.COM

Home of the G-girls

Feel It!

Spot...

Haylee
Trinity
Jensing
Alyssa
Jordan
Sheena
Gabi
Christine
Aras
Corinne

3 LOCATIONS - OPEN 24 HOURS / 7 DAYS

PALACE OF PLEASURE
5241 SE 72ND
503.771.8050

SHEENA'S G-SPOT
8654 NE SANDY
503.252.8777

ANASTASIA'S
3400 NE 82ND
503.261.1111
Dennis Hof's World-Famous
MOONLITE BUNNYRANCH
www.bunnyranch.net

WATCH HBO'S "CATHOUSE" RUNNING IN DECEMBER
FIRST SHOWING SUNDAY DEC. 8TH AFTER THE SOPRANOS'

Sunset Thomas
PENTHOUSE CENTERFOLD / COVERGIRL
PRINCESS OF PORN

THE REAL DEAL!
LOOKING FOR FUN GIRLS... TOP BOOKERS EARN UP TO $10,000 PER WEEK
CALL TOLL-FREE 1-888-BUNNYRANCH

69 Moonlight Road • Carson City, Nevada • Minutes from Reno & Lake Tahoe
WWW.BUNNYRANCH.NET & WWW.SUNSETTHOMAS.NET
Pandora’s Schedule:

Private Pleasures:
- Tue. 4pm-10am
- Wed. 6pm-2am
- Thur. 4pm-10am

Secret Rendezvous:
- Mon. 6pm-10am

Secret Pleasures:
- Sat. 10am-2am
- Sun. 10am-Midnight

Some gifts just suck ...
Give the gifts that keep on sucking!

- New Release Gay Tapes $29.95
- Newly expanded and more glorious Arcade
- Check out our “Buddy Glass”

Open 24 hours! 14712 SE Stark Street (see Exotic map for directions)

503.255.9414
Holiday Forecast: All Over Body Chills...

3 Locations - All Shops Open Mon-Fri, 10AM-Midnight Sat-Sun, 10AM-10PM

Sweet Temptations & Sizzling Sensations
322 SE 82nd Ave. (503) 254-4226

New Downstairs Location!
1441 SE 82nd Ave. (503) 774-1344

Exclusive Tan
We'll make your fantasies come true!
16105 SE McLoughlin (503) 786-5130

Intimate Obsessions
Sweet Temptations & Sizzling Sensations
322 SE 82nd Ave. (503) 254-4226

Sheer Sensations
New Downstairs Location!
1441 SE 82nd Ave. (503) 774-1344

Summer
Vanessa
Evian
Milena
Majestic
Mariah
ControlFactor.com

Model for us or yourself.
Your hotrod or ours.
Men, Women & Couples.
(503) 251-8844

"Moral Reality"
Tues 11:30pm
on Channel 11.

WINTER WONDERLAND

Fantasyland
ADULT SUPER STORE

GREAT GIFTS & STOCKING STUFFERS
EXOTIC LOTIONS & CREAMS
SPECIALTY MAGAZINES & VIDEOS
MARITAL AIDS
Videos Starting at $14.95

CHECK OUT OUR WIDE SELECTION
OF DVD RENTALS & SALES

503-655-4667
16014 SE 82nd DRIVE
Just East of 205 off the Estacada Exit

EXOTIC MAGAZINE
DeCEMBER - EVENTS -

MONDAY-THURSDAY
10:30AM-5PM
COME SEE WHAT YOU GET
FOR $1.25!

COVERGIRL DANCE CONTEST
WED. DECEMBER 18TH

2-FER TUESDAYS
2 GIRLS EACH STAGE
DEC. 3RD, 10TH, 17TH, 24TH, 31ST

MON.
MOTORCYCLE MONDAYS

TUES.
TECHNO TUESDAY W/ DJ PHREAK
YOU CAN DANCE WITH YOU
FAVORITE GIRL

WED.
LADIES NIGHT
VIP COUCH DANCING

THURS.
RAVE NIGHT

FRI.
VICTORIA'S SLEEPERS NIGHT

SAT.
SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER

SUN.
BLOODY SPECIALS

15826 SE DIVISION • 503-761-3928
FOR AUDITIONS CALL ASH AT 503-804-9220
Secret PLEASURES
The Gentlemen's Choice in Private Lingerie Modeling

Victoria
Our Best Kept Secret
Available:
Wednesdays 10am-6pm
Thursdays 6pm-2am

~Some of our other secrets~

Kelly
Tue. 10am-6pm

Pandora
Sat & Sun. 10am-2am

Lacey
Fri. 10am-6pm

Call for additional schedule information

A MILE WEST OF HWY. 217 OFF OF CANYON RD.
4345 SW ROSE BIGGI AVE
503.644.5730

SUN-THU 10AM-MIDNIGHT • FRI & SAT 10AM-2AM
The Dolphin I & II

FRIDAY & SATURDAY GIVEAWAYS
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

- FREE DINNER BUFFET EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
- ALL DAY/EVERY DAY $5 12 OZ. RIB EYE STEAKS

FULL BAR
OUTSTANDING DINING DAILY FOOD SPECIALS

HOT COUCH DANCES LOTTERY BEAUTIFUL ENTERTAINERS

OPEN CHRISTMAS DAY @ 4PM

DON'T MISS OUR NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY FOR A NIGHT TO REMEMBER!

THE DOLPHIN I
17180 SE McLoughlin Blvd.
503-654-9838

THE DOLPHIN II
10860 SW Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy.
503-627-0666

Katalina  Cody  Isis
Absolutely the hottest girls in town.

Both locations open 24 hours.

Check out our erotic theme rooms.
The Holidays are cumming...

Indulge your fantasies this holiday season!

NORTHWEST’S FINEST ADULT EXPERIENCE

13355 SW HENRY ST • BEAVERTON, OR 97005
503-643-6645 • WWW.DKWILDS.COM